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Abstract

Pedormance costurnes are frequently recycled making original historic

samples very valuable for researchers. Documentation on ballet costume

cpnstruction, cleaning and restoration is limited. This study explores all of these

aspects of costuming while focusing on three tutus from the collection of the

Royal Winnipeg Ballet (RWB) said to have been produced in the New York City

costume shop of world renowned designer Barbara Karinska.

The purpose of this study was to examine a piece of mâterial history

relevant to winnipeg's cultural history by exploring its use, significance,

components, construction and storage needs. From a material cultural

perspective this study has two components: an attempt to trace the provenance

of the costumes trom the RWB ballet Pastíccio, and a second component of

textile conservation.

There were five objectives to the study: to verify attribution of the RWB

Pasticcio costumes to Karinska, to gain knowledge of historical construction

techniques and fabrics in dance costumes, to initiate conservation of costumes

with historical significance to the RWB, stabalizing them so they could be

displayed, to create a permanent storage system, and finally to provide material

to assist the RWB in educating the public regarding the value of costumes

generally and Karinska's in particular.

These objectÍves were met using a material history approach based on

the work of Flemming (1972), Prown (1982), Steele (1999), and Condra (199g).

Costumes and costuming techniques of several bailet companies were



compared with those seen in the Pasticciotutus. Pastiecia participants were

interviewed.

Condition reports were prepared for each tutu to document its state and

understand construction details. Treatment opt¡ons were explored, carried out

and documented. Storage containers were designed and construc'ted. The

provenance of the RWB Pasticcio tutus was established.
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CHAPTER ONE

lntroduction

ln 1963 choreographer George Balachine was asked by the Ford

Foundation what he needed most for his work.l He answered with one word:

Karinska. lndisputably, Madame Barbara Karinska's name had become

synonymous with excellence in ballet costume. lt was also a name known in

Winnipeg.

This thesis is a material culture study of several historic ballet tutus said to

have been created by renowned costume designer Barbara Karinska. The

costumes were said to have been commissioned by Ruthana Boris for the RWB's

1956 pedormance of Pasticcio. While a number of questions shaped this study,

two questions are central: 1. Were the tutus in the RWB study collection actually

made in Barbara Karinska's New York Costume Shop? and 2. How could they

best be preserved? In order to better understand the significance of both the

Pasticcio tutus and costumer Barbara Karinska sorne background information is

needed.

Barbara Karinska

Madame Karinska was famous for her use of luxurious fabrics and for her

exquisite workmanship. During her lengthy career she made more than 9,000

costumes for the New York City Ballet (NYCB) (http:/Áwww.nycballet.com/).

Today the NYCB Costume Shop, which was established through Karinska's

etforts, oversees the maintenance and restoration of over one and one half

1 George Balanchine a dancer, choreographer and ballet master is credited by Clarke and Vaughan

(1977) as being the most prolific and influencial choreographer of the 2Oth century.
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million dollars worth of costumes. The fact that Karinska used only the best

quality materials for her costumes makes their ongoing maintenance possible.

Though Karinska's costumes often look quite fragile, they are anything

but. Her choice of materials and fine workmanship make the costumes

technically and financially impossible to reproduce today (Bentley, 1995. As

proof of their endurance some of Karinska's tutus from Balanchine's Western

Symphony are still in use today over "... forty years later, though the bodices and

internal workings of the costumes have been replaced or reworked numerous

times" (Bentley, 1995, p. 128).

Because Karinska had no preconceived notions regarding the

construction of ballet costumes her approach was quite unique. ln contrast to the

existing construction methods with few bodice panels, a Karinska bodice could

consist of anywhere from six to 15 panels of fabric. By cutting sections of the tutu

bodice on the bias Karinska created a unique tutu which had give and

accommodated for the movement required in dancing.

Pasticcio Tutus at the Royal Winnipeg Ballet (RWB)

Because of their ascribed connection to Karinska, for Ann Armit, the

Director of Wardrobe at the RWB, lhe Pasticcio tutus are considered some of the

most valuable costumes in their collection.z For this reason present storage

conditions are of concern (Ann Armit, Personal communication, July 7, 1998).

The RWB currently has costumes stored in two facilities:the first is in the ballet

building on Graham Avenue and the second is a warehouse. The ballet building

2 Ann Armifs title is Director of Wardrobe, the out of fashion terminology for her rofe is Wardrobe
Mistress. ln historic documents the role of Wardrobe Mistress is equavalent to Director of Wardrobe.
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has a limited amount of space but it is fairly clean and the temperature is

controlled throughout the year. Because of space limitations only the costumes

currently being worked on or costumes deemed of value by Ann Armit reside in

the ballet building. The tutus are stacked atop one another on open shelves

where they are exposed to dust and those on the bottom are in danger of being

crushed by the weight of those above them. The remaining Pasticciotutus are

stored in the ballet building on Graham Avenue.

ln contrast, the warehouse is not only subject to temperature fluctuations,

but the building is also used to manufacture and store sets. The conditions are

less than ideal as costumes could be exposed to paint fumes, sawdust, and dirt,

in addition to temperature changes. lf the existing storage conditions of

costumes stored in the warehouse are not improved there is a real possibility of

damage by textile degradation, thus decreasing their value.

Justification

Ballet tutus in and of themselves are very valuable as they require many

hours of sewing by hand as well as meters and meters of fabric to produce. The

NYCB's costume shop estimates the average tutu costs approximately $3,500

US to produce (http://www.nycballet.com/). ln a time of limited resources and

recycling, costumes, especially those created by someone of Karinska's

reputation are rapidly increasing in value. This study has two components: a

historical overview of Karinska and an investigation into the origins of the

Pasticcio tutus and their possible connection to Karinska, and a second

component of textile conservation involving the restoration and preseruation of

the RWB tutus.
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A study of the Pasticcio tutus in particular was warranted for a second

reason. ln June,1954 the Royal Winnipeg Ballet headquarters suffered a

massive fire that ruined all its sets, costumes, original scores, and choreography

notebooks (Wyman, 1989). This was a devastating event in the history of one of

Canada's oldest ballet companies. As a result, the 1956 Pasticcio costumes are

some of the earliest ballet costumes remaining in the RWB collection.

Purpose

The purpose of this study was to examine a piece of material history

relevant to winnipeg's cultural history by exploring its use, significance,

components, construction, and storage needs. lt is also hoped that this study

with expand our knowledge of an important Canadian and Manitoban cultural

institution and to provide the RWB with materials for education and pubticity in

order to add to public awareness of the importance of the RWB to winnipeg.

The following questions guided the shape of the research: Were these

costumes made by Karinska? ll not Karinska, who designed these çostumes?

Could they have been designed by her daughter? How can these costumes be

preserved? What are the treatment options? Which option is the best choice

and why? Historically what materials were used for ballet costuming? How

were the costumes constructed? What are the storage and support requirements

of these garments?



Definitions

Tutu: A tutu is defined by Picken (1973) as "a shod or ankle length ballet skirt

in classic style of layers of white net or tulle".

Ballet; According to Peruginin as quoted in Chujoy (1949) a ballet is a series

of solo concerted dances with mimetic actions accompanied by music and

scenic accessories, all expressive of a poetic idea or series of ideas, or a

dramatic story provided by an author or choreographer.

Conservation: Shall be defined as the cleaning, repair, support, storage, and

environmental control of costumes and textiles in an etforl to slow their decay.

Objectives

There were five objectives to this study:

1. To verify attribut¡on of the RWB Pastlccio costumes to Karinska.

2. To gain knowledge of historical construction techniques and fabrics in dance

costumes.

3. To initiate conservation of costumes with historical significance to the RWB,

stabilizing them so they can be displayed.

4. To create a permanent storage support structure.

5. To provide material to assist the RWB in educating the public regarding

value of costumes generally and Karinska's in particular.
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Since this study incorporates both history and costume conservation, a

number of topics required research including the history of the RWB, Karinska's

life and experiences, and the ballet Pasticcio. From a textile science

perspective it was necessary to research the application of conservation

techniques. The following chapter reviews literature related to these

components.
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CHAPTER TWO

This chapter provides a review of the varied literature relevant to this study.

Ballet Costumes

Ballet is the most visual of the performing arts. All that survives when the

production is over are the sets, the costumes and the designs for them. There is

no text or libretto to be read atterward, and the record can recall only the music.

Costume designs are highly prized as they represent a ballet's visual impact

(Duthy, 1983).

Costumes are an essential part of every ballet production. They

mesmerized the audience at Diaghilev's premier, drenching the eyes and ears

of Paris audiences with color and sound (Duthy, 1983). Leon Bakst's costume

designs for Diaghilev had such an impact that the lush color combinations were

used by couture houses and interior designers (Schouvaloff, 1987).

Costumes must look beautiful, fit well and fulfill several other functions:

they must allow the dancer to bend, stretch, jump, turn, and lift. The use of

flowing materials can create an illusion of effortlessness (Taylor, 1982).

Dancers want to be mobile and comfortable and costumes should allow the

audience to see the dancer's muscles move. For the costumer it is complicated,

the physical realities of the dancer and his art must be considered (Elliot, 1984).

When costumes are not well-designed, the results can create considerable

difficulty. Bowlt (1987) gives an example of ill-conceived costumes. one Ballet

Russes production by Larionov was so unwieldy "...Diaghilev was forced to
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threaten dancers with penalties in order to make them dance in clothes that

intedered with the movernents of their dancing...."(p.40).

Cooper (1984) states the requirements for ballet costuming are peculiar

to dance alone. The dress of a dancer should sit close to the body and f¡t

perfectly so as to not obscure the outline of the figure. The costume should also

not be so tight as to confine or embarrass any of his/her movements or attitudes

(http://www. national. ballet.calscenes/1 0. htm l)

Costume Design Process

Executing costumes is a colaborative effort. The costume designer works

with the script, choreographer, and set people to form a concept of the

costumes. The designer's visions are then sketched and passed along to the

head of the costume shop who carefully selects fabrics based on color, quality,

and durability then pins swatches to each sketch. The head of the costume

shop directs the crattspeople that will turn the designer's idea into a three-

dimensional form. Each costume drawing is then passed on to a draper who

determines the shape of the costume on a mannequin and fits the costume to

the performer's body. Once the draper has finished the pattern it is passed on

to the first hand who will begin production of the actual costume. The first hand

finalizes the pattern work and passes the pattern on to the cutter who

individually cuts each piece of fabric. Atter the fabric is cut stitchers hand sew

each costume.

Once the costume is finished several other technical expefts become

involved. The wardrobe mistress inventories, numbers and keeps track of all

the costumes. This can be a daunting task as each piece of costuming is
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tailored to a specific individual regardless of their role or rank (Larkin, 1983).

The costume supervisor travels with the costumes to ensure they are

maintained and handled correctly as well as assuring that they achieve their

desired visual effect. Dance costumes suffer a lot of wear and tear as exertion

leads to perspiration and the movements of the dance may result in much

handling of the costumes.

Ballet cûstuming is a specialized field as costumes are ditficult to design

and execute. Each costume is fitted to the individual wearer and each costume

has its own personality, which comes from the designer. Designing and

executing costumes also requires extensive knowledge of materials and

considerable engineering in order to make design conceptS three-dimensional.

Costumes are literally built from the inside out with a variety of materials (Elliott,

1984).

The most ditficult item to make is the female dancer's tutu. The word tutu

is a French slang term for a baby'ruffle covered bottom (Taylor, 1gB2). Tutus

can be seen in three styles based on their skirt length. The classical, pancake

or powder-putf tutu is the shortest (Figure 1). An opera length (Figure 2a) tutu is

approximately knee length and a romantic tutu (Figure 2b) lalls at mid calf or

longer. When making a tutu pieces that graduate in size are cut by hand. The

number of layers and size of the layers will determine the size and shape of the

tutu. The layers are then sewn together and attached to rutfled panties. ln a

classical tutu the basque, located between the waist and pelvis, is devoid of

decoration. The bodice is separate from the basque, attached only with elastic.

The plateau or plate is the uppermost layer of the skirt portion and it is highly

decorated. Originally metal hoops were encased in Tartelan material for
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support' Modern tutus use nylon netting which is often stiff enough to make
hoops unnecessary (Taylor, 1gg2).

Figure 1. rs an examo_le of the crassicar,_short, powder-puff tutu.
Dafoe (1990). p.130

f\
Fiqure 2aand 2b.. Figure2aonthe rett is an exampre of an opera rength tutuand ro rhe rishr in r¡gqrq 2b is 

" 
iuÍ rôñöiñ'iomantic tutu.

Dafoe (1990). p9T andiz.

-È'-

ts

ij¡.it
-j:
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History of the Tutu

Ballet is a relatively recent development of dance representing only a

fragment of dance history. ln ballet the dancer's instrument is the human body

which must endure strenuous and continuous exercise throughout the dancer's

artistic life as a result it does not tolerate amateurs (Chujoy, 1g4g).

Renaissance ltaly is the birthplace of theatrical dance. ln the 16th

century Catherine de Medici brought what was to become ballet to France

where it was presented as elaborate court enteñainment (Chujoy, 1967).

ln the early days dancers wore their own heavy elaborate clothes which

allowed for little body movement. As a result dance movements were simple

and dignified. ln the mid-1600's Louis XIV established the Acadamie Nationate

de Musique et de Danse and ballet techniques became more complex (Haskell,

1938). During Louis'reign (1643-1715) ballet became popular as Louis himself

was an avid dancer and otten participated in court performances (Chujoy, 1967;

Brubach,1981)

Classic ballet is based on five foot positions formulated by Pierre

Beauchamp in the 1700's (Chujoy, 1949).3 During the developmental years of

ballet women were in the shadow of their male counterparts for two reasons:

they joined the profession later than men and the costumes they wore

concealed and constricted their movement (Greskovic, 1998).

3 Pierre Beauchamp (1639-1705) was a dancer and mâitre de ballet at the Académie Royale in paris and
superintendant of the Court Ballets in 1661. He introduced technique and shape of tuniout, created a
notation system for ballet, and named the five positions of classic ballet (Chujoy, f Oag)
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It was with the invention of dancing en pointea in the 1830's that the

ballerina took center stage. Marie Camargo was the first ballerina to move

upwards and so enrich dance.s According to Chujoy (1967) Camargo

discarded the h¡gh heel shoes typical of the time and favored instead soft

slippers. ln the early 1700s Camargo dared to shorten her skirts enabling her to

show off her intricate footwork to the audience (Austin, 1984; Brubach, 1gB1;

Clarke & Vaughan, 1977; Chujoy and Manchester, 1967; Wilson, 1974).

Chafee (1948) feels this story of Camargo is childish romancing as he sites

several paintings depicting short skirts which predate 1721. Cooper (1984)

states that Camargo's shortened skirt, which whirled when she danced,

revealed too much leg and became very controversial during the era. This lead

to the first use for dance of calceons de précaution or precautionary drawers

which were worn under the skirt as a measure of modesty (Deakin, 1935;

Cooper, 1984).

ln 1734 Marie Salle, Carmago's rival, went even further by discarding her

petticoat, panier, bodice, and headress to dance in a flimsy muslin dress

(Cooper, 1984) (Figure 3).6 ln the mid 1700's, Maillot, who was a costume

maker and designer in Paris, is said to have invented tights (Wilson, 1974).

a Ballerinas dance en pointe or on pointe meaning their full body weight is supported on the tips of their
toes. Toe shoes with special reinforced stiffening supports the foot and aids dancers that are not
properly trained or have weak toes to dance. For trained dancers the added support helps to prevent
injuries. Male dancers dance demi-pointe, where the danceis weight is on the ball of the foot instead of
the toe.
5 Marie Anne de Cupis de Carmago (171}-1770)was a pupil of Mlle Prévost. She was famous for her
light and energetic style of dancing as well as shortening her skirt (Wilson, 1974).
" The panier began to be worn about 1718 and remained fashionable until the French Revolution (1789).
By the middle of the century, the panrerwas replaced by two pieces, one for each hip.
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Figure 3. Shows a modern example of a Greek inspired transparent dress.
Dafoe (1990). p.16.

ln the 1840s dancers of the Paris Opera were wearing short bouffant

skirts, the predecessor of the modern day romantic tutu, made of yards of tu[e,

net, or muslin (Brubach, 1981). lt allowed for freer movement of the dancer's

legs, and as well, enhanced the ethereal quality of pointework. ln the 1870s

Dégas'sketched ballet dancers in putfy, multi-layered skirts that reached well

below the knee.7

At the end of the 19th century the Russian tutu was a floppy knee length

skifi with 16layers that allowed greater mobility as well as allowing audiences

to see the technical feats and fancy footwork of the performers. tn the late 19th

century dancers acquired shortened skirts. Around the same time, the center of

ballet began to shitt from France to Russia where French-born choreographer

7 Dégas had a predilection for painting ballet dancers and has several famous works depicting ballerinas.
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Marius Petipas collaborated with Tchaikovsky on several famous ballets

(Brubach, 1981).'g

The 20th century ushered in the Diaghilevlo era, though it lasted only 2O

years, Diaghilev brought together Russia's dancers, choreographers,

composers, singers, artists and designers to create the Ballets Russesrr which

brought ballet to Western audiences (Wilson,1974: Clarke & Vaughan, 1977;

Chujoy and Manchester, 1967).

George Balanchine, worked in Europe for several years atter The Balfet

Russes disbanded. Then in 1933, at the invitation of Lincoln Kirstein,

Balanchine moved to the United States. Together Balanchine and Kirsteine

founded the New York City Ballet and in 1963 Karinska became connected to

the endeavor. Balanchine's choreography encouraged Karinska to create a

shorter "powder-puff" tutu which along with unruffled panties emphasized a long

body line making visible the entire leg and its graceful movement.

"The history of ballet consists of periods of intense technical discovery

and development, and then a pause during which some master-mind codifies

these discoveries and shows their true use as an afi form" (Haskell, 1938, p.23).

This artform is incomplete without music and painting. "A picture will remain a

picture once painted, music will be music no matter where it is played, and

dance will remain dance wherever performed, but it takes painting, and music

8 Marius Petipa (1822-f 900) is often referred to as the father of classic ballet. He was a dancer and
choreographer for the lmperial Ballet.
s lncluding:Swan Lake, The Sleeping Beauty, and The Nutcracker
'" Accordíng to Chujoy and Manchester, Diagalev was the greatest immpresario ballet had ever known
(1967). His name became a symbol and a legend. He had the power to attract major talents of the
time and the knowledge and taste to cement them into a working unit.
11 All contemporary dance companies since that time have been influenced by the Ballets Russes in
much the same way as haute couture, lage decor and interior design were in the early 1900s (Clarke &
Vaughan, 1977; Chujoy & Manchester, 1967).
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and dance to create ballet. The three afis join their genius and force to produce

a foufih, a new one" (Chujoy, 1949, p.36).

The Royal Winnipeg Ballet

What would eventually become the Royal Winnipeg Ballet (RWB) began

more humbly in 1938 with the formation of the Winnipeg Ballet Club, the

brainchild of Winnipeg residents Gweneth Ltoyd and Betty Farrally. ln 1949 the

Winnlpeg Ballet became the first professional ballet company in Canada with

the incorporation and creation of a board of directors to direct its financial

management. ln 1953 the Winnipeg Ballet Company received permission from

Buckingham Palace to call itself 'Royal'. According to a seasonal brochure this

honour resulted from the ballet's appearance by Royal command before their

Royal Highnesses, Princess Elizabeth and the Duke of Edinburgh, Her Majesty,

Queen Elizabeth ll and it allowed the company to become marketable to world-

wide audiences that had never before heard of Winnipeg (Vlrlman, 1989). The

RWB thus became the third "Royal" ballet company in the world following the

Danes and Swedes and the first British company to earn the royal title since

Sadler's Wells became the Royal Ballet in 1956 (Chujoy, 1967).

According to Wyman (1989) the Royal Winnipeg Ballet (RWB) is the

second-oldest ballet company in North America, Canada's oldest ballet

company, and "one of the world's most traveled" (p.36). From the beginning the

company had to be very mobile. Elaborate sets were expensive and ditficult to

move. The company had to rely on good costuming to set the mood and

atmosphere of productions as costumes were light and easy to travel with. ln

1948 the Winnipeg Ballet hosted the f¡rst Canadian Ballet Festival. This
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inspired the Regional Ballet Festival movement which quickly caught on in the

United States (Chujoy, 1967).

ln June, 1954 following a coast-to-coast tour of Canada and a 28 city tour

of the United States the Royal Winnipeg Ballet headquarters sutfered a massive

fi¡'e that ruined all its sets, costumes, original scores, and choreography

notebooks (Wyman, 1989). The loss of all its physical assets was a devastating

event in the history of Canada's oldest company. The company took severat

years to rebuild, reorganize and fundraise. As a result of the fire, the 1956

Pasticcio costumes are some of the earliest ballet costumes remaining in the

RWB collection; for the Director of wardrobe, Ann Armit, these tutus are

considered some of the most valuable in their collection (Personal

communication, July 7, 1998). Unfortunately, the male costumes lrom Pasticcio,

have disappeared over time but several tutus from this production still exist

including that of the lead dancer which can be differentiated from the others by

its color.

The 1954 fire was a devastating event but it provided the impetus for a

new stage of development for the ballet. As a result of the fire the RWB needed

extensive reorganization and rebuilding of its financial background and

equipment in the mid-1950s. Board members had to supplement the ballet to

wipe out the deficit created by the fire. ln 1955, Faye N. McKenzie launched a

well-organized fund-raising campaign with a goal of $50,000 (Wyman, 197g).r2

Through the intersession of Kathleen Richardson, the Winnipeg Junior League

pledged $5,000 to cover the cost of a new ballet if the fund-raising goal of

12 Faye McKenzie was the father of RWB ballerina Jean McKenzie.
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$50,000 was reached.ls six months into the campaign the organizers had

exceeded their goal. Betty Farrally gave the Junior League the names of three

choreographers to approach about creating their new ballet. They selected

Brooklyn-born Ruthanna Boris. Boris had been a choreographer for the NyCB

for the previous four seasons. Ruthanna Boris and her husband Frank Hobi

arrived in winnipeg in January 1956 (Figure 4a). According to \Âfiman (1979)

this was a turbulent time for the RWB; behind the scenes control issues plagued

the company. Boris' contract gave her absolute power in the company, a

control greater than that of company founder Betty Farrally. According to Wilson

(1974) and Chujoy (1967) Ruthanna Boris was hired in 1956 as aftistic director

and choreographer. However, seasonal brochures show Ruthanna Boris as a

principle dancer in 1956-1957 and Betty Farrally as artistic director. Ruthanna

Boris is not listed in the 1957-1958 brochure where Benjamin Harkavy is

credited as artistic director. The 1958-1959 brochure lists Arnold Spohr in this

position. Clearly Ruthanna Boris was a controversial figure and the credits

reflect this.

The production Boris created for the RWB with the Junior League'sra

funding was Pasticcío (Figure 4b). Although Ruthanna Boris choreographed

several works for the RWB including Pasticcio she had a relatively short career

13 Kathleen Richardson is a long time supporter of the RWEI and past president of Íts board of directors.

ra ln 1926 Mrs. R. F. McWilliams organized a group of young women for volunteer work in the
community. 11 !928 this,'League" became affiliated with the Association of Junior Leagues of America.
ln February 192_8 t wq¡jnggrpgrated as the Junior League of Winnipeg. Membership ha1 fluctuated over
the years from 54 to 467. (History of the Winnipeg Junior League, 2Odt¡.
The priority of the Junior League of \Mnnipeg has evolved throughout the years but they have afways
had a commitment to community support. ln 1930 they opened a thrift shop as a permanent fundiaiser
it closed after 70 years of operation. The proceeds from the store and other fundraising efforts over the
years have been used as seed money for the formation of the \Mnnipeg Art Gallery, tolupport the
\lVinnipeg Symphony,Orchestra, Manitoba Museum'4, the l/Vinnipeg Zoo, the Royal\Mnnipé! aattet anU
other educational and communþ projects.
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with the RWB. Betty Farrally lett and Ruthanna Boris became director of the

RWB for 1956-1957. During this time she was viewed as demanding by both

the dancers and the board. But dancer Marilyn Young remembers Boris fondly.

as she re-taught the company the basics in the style of Balanchine: clean and

precise (Personal communication, August, 2000). As a result of her husband's

deteriorating health and a limited budget that did not meet the couple's

proposed terms, Ruthanna and her husband returned to New York (Wyman,

1978). Ms. Boris retired from dancing upon her return (Fay, 1996). According to

Wyman (1978) the "Hobis departure was a blessed relief. Ruthanna Boris'

passage through the company in her brilliant and uncompromising short reign

had lett a trail of trampled toes' (p.100). Be-tty Farrally lett the RWBthe same

year; whether she resigned or was lired is not known but in protest of Farrally's

treatment by the board, Gweneth Lloyd also resigned from her position as

founding director shortly thereafter. Fortunately, the RWB received a grant of

$20,000 from the Canada Council in 1957 to help recover from the upheavals;

this was the start of a tradition of support that continues to the present time.

"6 he

ftogal Winnípeg

$allet

I
Fr¡nk l-lol,r

Fioure 4aand 4b. Depict Ruthanna Boris and her husband Frank Hobi. Figure
4b on the right is theprogram cover from the February 1956 performance

premiere ol Pasticcio. Dafoe (1990). p38 and 30.
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Today the RWB is recognized worldwide and is acknowledged to be a

significant cultural attribute for the citizens of Winnipeg. The RWB has

performed in more lhan 24 countries and in four continents. Through all its ups

and downs and financial struggles it survived to celebrate its 60th anniversary in

1998.

Pasticcio

The ballet Pasticcio had its world premiere in 1956 in Winnipeg. lt

appears this local ballet was popular enough to be included in the repertoire for

three seasons as Pasticcio was included in promotional brochures for the 1956-

1957,1957-1958 and 1958-1959 season. The program description of the ballet

states that Pasficcio is ltalian for stew with the basic ingredient being love.

Pasticcio was commissioned by the Junior League of Winnipeg for The

Royal Winnipeg Ballet. The music tor Pasticcio was by Vittario Rietils with the

sets designed by John A. Russell and John Graham,tu and choreography by

Ruthanna Boris. No costume designer is credited in either the 1957 or 1958

seasonal brochure, however in a program from October 17, 1958 Ruthanna

Boris is credited with the costumes. The house program from the premiere

night, February 27, 1956, credits Ann Sirob.

1s Riet¡ is the composer of the music used for Pasticcio but no reference is given as to which pieces of
his were used.
16 John Russell,, a former Dean of Architecture at the University of Manitoba and charter member of
the Canada Councif, was a patron of theatre and soon became an avid supporter of the ballet. He
organ2ed students to build sets and designed many sets himself.
John W (Jack) Graham was one of John Russel's student volunteers known as the Ancient and
Honourable Guild of Stagecraftsmen. He designed his first set in 1951 and has been involved with the
RWB ever since as a member of its production committee, its chairman, member of the board and
alumni (W!man, 1978).
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Pasticcio appears to be a short ballet as it was one of 11 vignettes

performed on October 17th. Not much is known about Pasticcio but it appears

to have been a light-hearted romp, which is in keeping with Wyman's somewhat

cynical assessment of the RWB.í7 ft appears the costumes, which are said to

have been custom-made for this ballet, were very popular as a majority of the

photographs in the 1957 and 1958 seasonal brochure depict the dancers in

these costumes (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Rehearsal for the Royal winnipeg Ballet's pasticcio.
Dafoe (1990). p.3B

Madame Barbara Karinska

Born Varuara Andryevna Zmoudsky on October 3, 1886 in Kharkov in the

Ukraine, Varvara was the eldest of 10 children. She attended the University of

Kharkov and Moscow studying law and performed relief work in a women's

prison. Later she established her first milliner's shop in Kharkov. lt was around

17 Vltyman describes the RWEì's success as a result of offering 'beer and skittles for people. lt was a
successful pop dance company-that is it gave its audiences entertainment- dance iathË¡r than serious
explorations of a,1t-long before pop dance became fashionable in the repertoire of the major ballet
companies. \M¡ile othe¡ companies buílt museums for the reverent display of classical masterpieces,
the R\Âts was bu_sy riqqing-camival sideshows. The purists looked on ftôma dístance, purse{ipþed, but
the people came' (1978, p2271.
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this time that she married Alexander Moissenko and gave birth to her daughter

lrene. Alexander died from typhus four years into their marriage. Around 191S

Barbara married Nicholas Karinsky the Attorney General and Presiding Justice

of the Coutt of Appeals in Petrograd.'8 When the Bolsheviks seized power

Barbara and her daughter lrene took refuge in Crimea. Her husband fled the

country and emigrated to New York City. Following the Revolution, and

believing her husband to be dead, Madame Karinska made her way to Paris

where she established a haute couture salon.re ln 1931 she was introduced to

the world of ballet by Boris Kochno the former secretary and scenarist to Serge

Diaghilev. lt was through this connection with Kochno that Karinska met

Christian Berard who asked her to execute his costume designs for the ballet

Cotillon, a Balanchine choreographed work. Though Karinska had sporadically

worked in the area of costuming over the years she had no experience making

dance costumes Cotillion was her first attempt. With the help of a friend she

attempted her first ballet costume. She met with little sucess initially. The tutu

bodice is very cornplex and it took Karinska many trials and errors. She finally

produced a light, tight bodice that supported while allowing for movement.

ln 1938 Karinska (Figure 6) decided to move to New York and left her

daughter frene in Europe. Before she left France she had had the opportunity to

transform sketches by Picasso, Matisse and Chagall into costumes. when

Karinska arrived in New York she was asked to execute designs by lrene

Sharaff, a contemporary scenery and costume designer, but was not allowed to

as she was not yet a union member. Due to a lack of funds Karinska was not

r8 lt is not known when or why Karinska changed her manied name from Karinsky to Karinska. No
reference can be found to verifr this. Bentley states her husbands name was Karinsþ.
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able to open her own shop. As a result George Balanchine otfered her a room

in his school. ln 1940 she gained her union membership and with the support

of Mrs. Cole Porter and Baron de Guinsbourg she opened her first American

shop on West 44th Street. Word of the quality of her workmanship quickly

spread and in no time she was being commissioned to produce costumes for

such notables as Chagall, Cecil Beaton, Salvador Dali, Andre Derain, and

Michael Todd.

Figure 6. Madame Barbara Karinska
Bentley (1995b) p.11.

Karinska won an Oscar in 1948 for her costuming of Ingrid Bergman in

Joan of Arc. She was also nominated for another Oscar in 1952 lor Hans

Christian Anderæn ln 1962 her contributions to ballet were recognized when

she became the first costumer ever to win the Capezio Dance Award for

leCouture is French for dressmaking. Haute couture means a Parisan dressmaking house that is a
member of the Chambre Syndicale of the Fédération Française de la Couture.
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costumes of visual beauty for the spectator and complete delight for the dancer

(Moritz, 1971).

There needs to be a distinction made between the designer and the

costumer as they are not always the same. Karinska was a costumer when she

interpreted design ideas and executed the designs to a functional form. But she

also designed costumes as well. ln 1949, for the first time, Karinska both

designed and executed her own costumes for Balanchine's Bourree

Fantastique. The resulting costumes were a success and Karinska was so

pleased to be doing both the design and execution of costumes she designed

ballet costumes from then on.

Karinska preferred the double role because she often did not agree with

the color choices of the designer. Karinska favored using cream instead of

white and often varied several colours within a tutu to create more depth. Solid

colors and stark whites have a flat empty appearance under stage lighting. She

made an art of layering disparate colors within a piece to create a beautiful

appearance on stage (Bentley, 1995b).

A major problem for designers is their lack of knowledge of fabrics, line

and movement so their sketches may not translate wellto finished pieces

(Tejeda, 19S4). To some designers the form is more important tnanìhe function

(Carlano, 1984). This is contradictory to Madame Karinska's methods ot

costuming, which tried to keep the integrity of the designer's sketches, while still

allowing for the dancer's comfort. A sketch is the starting point. Equally

important making the design three dimensional. Design sketches often lack

construction details. Though typical of an aftistic point of view this can leave

much interpretation open to the costumer (Moore, 1986; Tejeda, 1984).
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According to Balanchine "there is Shakespeare for literature and

Madame Karinska for costumes" (Moritz, 1971). A tutu hand-constructed by

Madame Barbara Karinska is hard to describe but to a dancer, her work is

easily identified by the fit and comfort it provides. Karinska could certainly make

the typical Russian pancake tutu composed of twelve or more layers of gathered

net and supported by a hoop. But Karinska also made sotter tutus with as few

as four layers of tulle. She also created a unique supporl system made of

radiating spokes similar to an umbrella (Bentley, 1995).

ln March 1963 the Ford Foundation offered Balanchine money to invest

in necessities for his company. Balanchine chose Karinska, who assumed

control of the costume shop for the exclusive use of the NYCB. (Huckenpahler,

1978). lt is from that point on that Karinska dedicated herself solely to

Balanchine's Çompany.

Madame Barbara Karinska began her association with the NYCB in 1949

working there with Balanchine until 1977, lor many of those years as the

ballet's principle costume maker. Karinska never remarried nor found her

husband who lived and worked in New York until his death. Some say

Karinska was married to the ballet untilthe end. ln 1977, at the age of 90,

Karinska sutfered a stroke just hours atter putting the final touches on costumes

for Balanchine's Vienna Waltzes. Karinska survived for six years atter her

stroke although she never regained her speech or memory. ln 1983 at the age

of 96 Barbara Karinska died in a nursing home.
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Conseruation

Conservation and restoration are not easily defined. Bartley and White

(1996) of the Canadian Conservation lnstitute (CCl) feelthat the terms

conservation and restoration are frequenily used interchangeably for a

treatment. Tarrant (1983) defines conservation as the cleaning and repair of

costumes and textiles in an etfort to slow down their decay. Restoration is not a

appropriate term as it is not possible to restore a garment to its original state,

nor is it desirable. Restoration involved the replacement with new parts if any

old ones are missing or too damaged to repair.

Tarrant's definitions clearly identify a distinction between conservation

and restoration but her definition of conservation does not include storage

supports and enviromental control as factors that contribute to slowing decay.

These are important factors influencing the preservation of artifacts and should

be included in any definition of conservation. The term conservation as used

throughout this study shall therefore be defined as the cleaning, repair, support,

storage and environmental control of costumes and textiles in an effort to slow

their decay.

The principle of conseruation is first do no harm. Anything a conservator

does should be reversible without further damage to the object. Any harm done

to an object can not only shorten its life but it can also reduce its value

(Jedrzejewska, 1975). The information that can resutt from treatment of an

artifact is often under-valued. Conservation training, unlike other historical

training, emphasizes knowledge of materials and construction. Conservators

have a predisposition toward physical understanding of objects; dismantling

during treatment very often increases one's knowledge of construction details
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(Bartley & White, 1996). An example of this is the conseruation of a costume

from the Ballets Russes in the Australian National Gallery collection. Pictures of

the costume for Chief Eunuch from the ballet Scheherazade varied over the 20

year period it was performed. lt was believed the original costumes were lost

until conservators examined the surviving costume in detail and discovered the

old costumes sewn under the newer versions. ln the end three pair of trousers

were recovered from the one costume and the close examination,

deconstruction and reconstruction of each gave examiners insight inlo the

transformation and re-use of costumes. The discoveries "made during the

conservation of a costume became an integral part of the scholarly

documentation of the collection" (Healy & Lloyd, 1990, p.60)

Conservation Process

Conservation activity involves three main steps: examination and

documentation, preservation, and treatment. Examination and documentation

determines the significance of the artifact and records any available information.

The examination determines its structure, materials, condition, and alterations.

A condition report is used by many institutions as a systematic means of

documentation, several ditferent formats considered for this study can be found

in Appendix C. Each report should include written notes on the object's history

and an assessment of the present condition noting any damage, weaknesses,

or previous repairs. Drawings and photographs should also be used as they

are less subjective than descriptions.

Preservation prevents or slows deterioration and damage to artifacts by

control of the environment and/or treatment. Preservation also means to
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provide protect¡on from harm, from extremes of temperature and relative

humidity, from excessive light, and ultraviolet radiation, from careless handling,

incorrect storage and display methods, dust, dirt, damage in transport, pests,

and other problems which may result in an inadequate physical plant and

untrained statf (Ministry of Citizenship and Cultural Heritage Administration

Branch, 1982).

Treatment is any action taken to make a deteriorated or damaged artifact

stable. The aesthetic and historic integrity should be considered prior to

treatment. Ïreatment attempts to overcome the damages that time and harmful

conditions have caused. lt includes cleaning, mending, replacing missing parts,

corrosion and tarnish removal, straightening crooked pieces, and a myriad of

other processes (Ministry of Citizenship and Cultural Heritage Administration

Branch, 1982). While preservation conditions can be maintained by staff,

treatment requires experts. Treatment taken too far by over-zealous caregivers

may turn into restoration. Landi (1992) uses an example of a badly deteriorated

tapestry. A true conservator uses unobtrusive neutral colored threads to

support the fa¡l¡ng structure of the item to supporting and prolonging its life. A

restorer attempts to make the item look like new. Coloured threads would be

used to fill in damaged areas and the restorers interpretation of the item may be

inaccurate. The colours used will probably ditfer from the original.

According to Jedrzejewska the life of an artifact in the hands of a

conservator can be divided into two stages: (1)a relatively short active period of

treatment and (2) a longer period of supervised existance (otherwise known as

storage). But, even under supervised existence textiles do not last forever.

"The methods employed to achieve the ends of conservation must be chosen
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on the grounds that they do not add more material than absolutely necessary,

that they do not change the character of the object and that they leave open

other options for the future", which according to Landi is another way of saying

the methods of conservation should be reversible (1992, p. 4). All conservation

is a compromise, there is no perfect answer. Conservators must weigh the

available options and decide on the best course of action (Landi, 1992).

Conserving Ballet Costumes

Are ballet costumes worth the hours of slow patient work necessary to

preserve them? According to Landi (1992) performance costumes are rarely

considered for conservation by museums:

Uniforms and theatrical costumes are made for the two
extremes of endurance - uniforms to survive through many
hard wearings, and theatrical costumes for a few occasions
of spectacular brilliance. The fabrics and other materíals
used as well as the standards of manufacture, are therefore
also at opposite ends of the quality scale. The ethics of
dealing with theatrical costume are particularly difficult to
reconcile with the aims of conservation since in the first
place they were not made to last ( p.31).

Finch (1970) reinforces this view by stating that theatrical costumes are

assumed to have a limited life as many time-saving techniques used are initlally

visually appealing to audiences but do not last. The special methods used

otten have a detrimental etfect on the fabrics and can present unique problems

for conservators. Special consideration in the handling, display, and storage of

these costumes should be given after conseruation (Finch, 1970).

ln contrast to many theatrical costumes ballet costumes seem to be very

well-constructed from sturdy materials. lt appears the requirements of dance
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necess¡tate changes from normal performance costumes. Karinska costumes

are said to last three to four t¡mes longer than the average ballet tutu. ln fact,

Bentley (1995a) describes Karinska's choice of delicate weaves, ready-dyed

fabrics, intricate seaming, and hand-stitched edges as creating costumes with

the precision, strength, and quality of a military uniform.

Several museums including the Australian National Gallery, the Royal

Ontario Museum, and the London Museum have recognized the importance

and value of ballet costumes (Finch, 1970: Healy & Lloyd, 1990; Krasuki,

Whiteford, & Holford, 1983). They have begun devoting time and experts to

their conservation and the publication of the specialized techniques used in

their preservation.

Costume and clothing preseruation is a relatively recent phenomenon

(Alvarado, 1983). Each item in a collection tends to be unique. Variations in

style, size, fabrication, and condition necessitate the use of customized

treatments. According to Alvarado, there is no agreement as to the best

method. Each añitact requires pre-testing to determine an appropriate course

of action. No treatment is carried out until screening tests have been performed.

The conservator must be satisfied that potential problems have been identified

and all possible alternatives have been considered and evaluated (Healy &

Lloyd, 1990).

Healy and Lloyd begin a typical conservation treatment with a close

examination of each costume. ln order to preserve an artifact the historical and

technological characteristics must be identified and documented (Alvarado,

1993). lt is through this examination that all materials and methods of

construction are identified, photographed and recorded. ln some costumes
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exam¡ned by Healy and Lloyd (1990) there have been more than 20 different

materials used in the fabrication of a single costume: these can include straw,

newspaper, feathers, leather, wood, glass, metal, as well as a wide range of

fabrics. A good conservator knows the exact nature of the materials used and

uses that knowledge to select the most appropriate treatments. Frequently the

most appropriate treatment decision may be that of not to treat the costume but

to provide it a safe environment. The following chapter examines the process of

conservation in more detail.
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CHAPTER THREË

Methodology

There are two strong components to this study: material history

documentation and material conservation. The methodology for this study was

developed from the objec'tives related to these two components. This chapter

outlines the specific objectives of this study and how they were met.

As stated in chapter one, the objectives of this study were:

1. To verify attribution of the RWB Pasticcio costumes to Karinska.

2. To gain knowledge of historical construction techniques and fabrics in dance

costumes.

3. To initiate conservation of costumes with historical significance to the RWB,

stabilizing them so they can be put on display.

4. To create a permanent storage support structure.

5. To provide materialto assist the RWB in educating the public regarding

value of costumes generally and Karinska's in particular.

Material History

Prown (1982) defines material history as the use of artifacts as primary

data to determine the beliefs, values, ideas, attitudes, and assumptions of a

community or society at a particular time. The study of material culture is

considered a methodological branch of cultural history and it is closely related

to architecture and art history. Material culture is the object-based aspect of the

study of culture. ln this case it may be a study of a subculture, namely, one
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related to ballet. I chose a material history approach because it was best suited

to meet my objectives, dealing as ¡t does with the historical and physical nature

of historic aftifacts such as the RWB tutus trom Pasticcio.

The first objective was to verity attribution of the RWB Pasticcio costumes

to Madame Barbara Karinska. The second objective was also directed towards

this goal as it was necessary to understand how Karinska's costumes differed

from others. Several components needed to be examined in order to meet

these objectives: construction techniques, characteristics, fabric, and colour

choices that were relevant to the characterization of Karinska's work. According

to Bentley (1995) and Ann Armit (Personal communication, July 7, 1998) other

visual evidence includes a signature label or inscriptions of dancers names in

the costumes.

To meet the first two obiectives my research involved archival

investigation of books and periodicals related to the history of the RWB, the

ballet Pasticcio, Barbara Karinska, and ballet costumes in general.

The third and fourth obiectives dealt with the conservation and

preservation of the tutus. The preservation of costumes and textiles relies on

the provision of adequate storage and an appropriate storage environment.

These issues were dealt with in the revised material history model proposed

later in this chapter.

Finally, the fifth objective of providing the RWB with material to assist in

educating the public regarding the value of costumes generally, and Karinska's

in particular, will be met in the form of the thesis and by providing a model for

storage and potential display that can be copied for exhibiting all lhe Pasticcio

tutus. ln this way, the profile of the RWB is further highlighted within the
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commun¡ty, w¡th the potential of reaching a wider audience who might

otherwise not be responsive.

The historical aspect of the study involved archival research and

interviews with the RWB alumni directly or peripherally involved with Pasticcio

and with costumers and wardrobe mistresses from several ballet companies

including the NYCB and the National Ballet of Canada. Many of the interviews

were conducted in person, but internet and other telecommunication means

were used also.æ A list of possible introductory questions was used as a guide

for interviews. Because this ballet has not been performed in over 40 years I felt

that open-ended interviews were more appropriate to elicit as much information

as possible from those who were involved in Pasticcio. The five areas

examined were: historical information on ballet costumes in general and tutus

in particular, historical information on traditional methods of construction of

tutus, historical information on the RWB, historical information on the ballet

Pasticcio, and historical inlormation on Madame Barbara Karinska.

The material evidence was documented following careful examination of

the RWB Pasticcio tutus and others for comparison purposes. ln this regard,

several RWB tutus attributed to ditferent designers have already been

examined. Their examination made it clear that some systematic form of

documentation was needed to compare the costumes.

A data collection sheet that incorporates these aspects can be found in

Appendix B.

æ lnterviews no longer need to be conducted in person. The technological advances such as the
intemet allow the opportuníty to talk to people world-wide that would otherwise be impossible to do due to
financial constraints.
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Model

For this study, a revised version of the Condra (1998) material history

model was used. Condra's model is based on the seminal work of Prown

(1982) and Fleming (1974'). Prown's methodology promotes the study of

artifacts as primary data to study culture. ln order to obtain information

regarding culture from clothing, each object must be analyzed. Steele (1998)

summarizes Prown's three stages of object analysis which include description,

deduction, and speculation.

Another model of object analysis which builds on Prown's work, that of E.

McOlung Fleming, divides the analysis into two main conceptual tools which are

then further subdivided. First, the artifact's basic properties are examined and

classified under the following subdivisions: history, material, construction,

design, and function. Finally, each of the basic properties are considered in

terms of "identificat¡on (factual description), evaluation (judgment), cultural

analysis (relationship of the artifact to culture), and interpretation (significance)"

(Steele, 1998, p.329). Steele (1998) suggeststhatthough Fleming

recommends the comparison of similar artifacts during the evaluation process

and Prown does not "explicitly say so" this is an essential part of the analysis

process.

Since the artifacts ¡n question in this study- the RWB Pasticcio tutus- have

a clearly defined function, that property has not been incorporated into my

methodological model. Additionally, for this study, another stage has been

added, that of conservation, since conseryation was a logical process to the

preservation of cultural artifacts. Figure 7 shows the proposed revised model.

An explanatìon of the various components within the model follows.
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Figure 7. The new modelfor the study of costume as material culture shows the
categories and steps involved.
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Material refers to the fibre and weave type of the fabrics and

decorations used within each costume.

Ðesign and construction refers to the details within each costume:

workmanship, size, pattern, proport¡ons and construction methods, type of

applied surface design, stitching techniques, and silhouette.

Cultural analys¡s refers to the usefulness of the artifact to

contemporary soc¡ety. This sect¡on could be very usefulfor the RWB for

educating the public about costumes. ln this section the analysis may also

include how the artilact is viewed by the users and makers of such afiifacts.

Provenance attempts to uncover where and when the item was made

as well as by whom. lt also exam¡nes any traceable changes in ownership,

construction, design and function.
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lnterpretive analysis refers to the judgments made by the researcher

throughout the analysis. This could include the value of the item to the maker

and user. lt also includes an assessment by the researcher as to the skill

involved in producing the artifact.

Four Stages in Anaþis

There are four stages in using the model.

ldentification: Through a visual and tactile examination the materÍal,

design, construction, function, cultural analysis, provênance and interpretive

analysis has been recorded. A tape measure and magnifying glass were used

to measure the dimensions and examine the material and decorations on each

item. Steele (1998) notes the importance of controlling how much data is

gathered as too little information leaves a researcher with nothing to work with

but too much information causes a loss of focus on the object.

Comparative analvsis. Data gathered by comparing other similar

garments of various ages that have been produced by numerous other

costumers has been compared with the RWB Pasticcio tutus with respect to

details such as the propoft¡ons, material, design and construction. Differences

were noted; data was recorded.

S,_upplgnenlarv sources: Written records, pictures and paintings of a

primary and see¡ndary nature were consulted to verify findings.

Conservation: Documentation of the conservation process of the

garments using condition and treatment reports.
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Conclusions: Conclusions were made for each of the functions. From

these conclusions about the RWB tutus the objectives of the study were

addressed.

Material Conservation

Much of the above information forms the lirst step in mater¡al

conservation. the initiation of the condition repoft. The report supplements

information gleaned from the data collection sheet. A museum condition repon

was also used as a systematic method of examination for each Pasticcio tutu. A

condition report describes the character and condition of an artifact at a given

moment of time. lt includes drawings or photos of key details or problem areas.

Condition reports are used not only to document the present condition of a

piece of material history they are also used to document changes in items that

have been stored or displayed. When añifacts are compared with previous

condition reports changes can be noted. This can aid researchers in

determining if the storage environment is acceptable. ldeally if a good storage

environment has been provided no changes will occur to the artifact. When it is

re-examined the report can be updated and not redone. lf changes occur such

as insect damage, degradation of sensitive fabrics for example weighted silk

shatters and shreds. These changes can be noted in the relevant

documentation. There is no way to prevent degradation in storage; changes

are monitored but can not be prevented.

Condition reports can be used to avoid excess handling of artifacts as the

condition of the item can be determined without locating it and examining it

personally. This prevents the unnecessary handling of artifacts. For the RWts a

..sl,
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file of condition reports for their costume collection could be used for inventory

and storage purposes. Since their facilities consist of two costume storage

locations a master file of repofts could aid the wardrobe mistress in locating and

monitoring the collection. The method outlined in the University of Manitoba

Clothing and Textiles Hallway Museum's condition report is suitable for this

study.zl ln order to complete each report it was necessary to include a non-

destructive microscopic examination of the fabric, yarn and fibre structures of

the fabrics used in each costume. From a simple microscopic examination,

information such as fibre and yard diameter, twist direction, twist amount, yarn

structure, weave structure and possibly fibre identification was determined.

Several of the fibres used were man-made therefore, they had no distinguishing

characteristics. This required the removal of several yarns from the seam

allowances of each fabric present in the costumes to pefform chemical solubility

and/or melting point tests in order to identify the fibre types used. I obtained as

much information as possible from a very small or limited sample. The sample

requirements for these identification and characterization tests were so small

that the structure and appearance of the costumes was not atfected.

The condition report, stain exarn¡nat¡on and fibre identification resufts as

well as intormation gained from costume experts was used to make a decision

on whether or not the costumes would benefit from cleaning. The location and

type of stains present were examined and classified where possible.

Not only is dirt unattractive to look at, touch, and smell but it can reduce

the life of artifacts and contaminate surrounding items. But one should be

warned in advance that cleaning is the most irreversible of all conservation

ã I created the condition and treatment reports for the Clothing and Textiles Haltway Museum in 1998.
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processes. All cleaning involves the loss of fibres, and one should never do

more than is necessary. Cleaning was an option, and pre-testing was done to

determine the most appropriate method of cleaning.

The final objective to be addressed in this methodology section is the

creation of a permanent storage suppotl structure used to stabilize the

costumes so that they can be displayed. An ideal structure meets the storage

requirements of the RWB and provides protection for the garments. The four

most threatening degradation processes these retired costumes encounter daily

are light, dirt, humidity and temperature fluctuations.

Slater (1991) describes degradation as a pervasive change in textile

structure that is inevitable and universal. Degradation, it must be emphasized,

cannot be avoided completely. lts progress can be decelerated but not totally

halted. "Textiles, probably more than any other medium, are subject to

deterioration'(Horswill, 1988, p.95). During its life, an item may have

experienced alterations, wear and tear, stains, dirt, laundering, damage from

light (technically referred to as light damage), improper storage conditions such

as acidic box storage, improper folding or hanging. lt is important to try and

preserve the condition of historic artifacts and keep them as authentic as

possible to the original appearance of the item. Horswill notes that "in the past,

the care of these fragile and impofiant artifacts has been given a low priority

and, due to this, many textiles are in a state of severe and irreversible damage"

(1988, p.95).

Light damage is cumulative and irreversible (Gommoner, 1992; Orlofsky,

1992). "Unlortunately there is no known level of lighting at which color loss

ceases to occur in textiles, and there is no known light source that does not
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cause some degree of color loss" (Crews, 1987, p.211. The most obvious sign

of light damage is change in colour. Other signs of light damage are less

obvious but include decreases in molecular weight, discoloration, loss of

strength and embrittlement (Block, 1987).

Dift makes items ditficult to handle as it can be spread to other items. But

more important is the damage it causes. Through friction and abrasion, dust

particles can cut fibres. Dust and dirt also stain and dullthe appearance of

textiles.

Natural textiles are hygroscopic meaning that they absorb and give off

moisture to their surroundings until they reach an equilibrium. Thus, changes in

humidity can result in dimensional changes, fabric stress, metal corrosion,

biological afiack, and increased rates of chemical reactions (Landi, 1992).

Generally, it is recommended that humidity be maintained between 45o/o ãtrd

557" RH. The exact RH is not as important as the maintenance of a stab¡e

environment for storage.

Temperature control is similar to humidity in that a stable environment is

essential. Block (1987) stresses the importance of proper temperature

regulation to prevent chemicaf reactions from occurring. Not only does a rise in

temperature permit new reactions but he states that a rise of five degrees can

double the rate of chemical reactions already in progress. Textiles should be

stored and displayed at temperatures between 15'C to 25'C as this is an

acceptable range for human comfort and textile storage.

Discussions with the RWB elicited information as to their desires and

limitations. The best storage options were discussed. Finally, recognizing that

textiles do not have an infinite shelf life, careful photographic documentation of
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lhe Pasticcio tutus formed an important part of the crcnservation process, a step

that ensures future ballet historians will have a complete record of the Pasticcio

tutus.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Condition

The followíng chapter will document the condition of lhe Pasticcio tutus

supplied by the RWB. ln museum terms the accumulation of the information on

the condition of an artifact is referred to as a condition repofi. There are many

forms that museums use to standardize the gathering of information on the

artifacts in the collection. I had hoped to use the form I developed for the

University of Manitoba Clothing and Textiles Hallway Museum. I have

completed these forms for each tutu and they can be found in Appendix D.

However since the garments were so similar and detailed I found the lorm did

not leave enough room to explain the features and condition of each garment.

That information is contained in this chapter.

ln order to have a complete understanding of dance costume, it is

necessary to examine both the construction techniques and the fabrics utilized

in the costume. Because the tutu parts and terminology associated with the

garment are different from traditional clothing it is first necessary to identify

these parts, unde¡,stand the role they play within the tutus and the construction

techniques used in their assembly.

There is very little documentation on tutus. There are afew basic books

on their construction or decoration but they assume the costumer has a prior

knowledge in dance and costuming. Parts are not defined, terminology and

technique differ based on the writers experience. Understanding tutu parts and

construction is essential in order to describe and document similarities and
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ditferences between costumes. As it will be shown, it is necessary knowledge

to be used in determining the provenance of specific tutus.

The first section of this chapter examines the basic parts of the tutu and

key characteristics of each part. This information has been compiled from

interviews with costumers, examining costumes and the few incomplete dance

costume references found. An illustration (Figure 8) has been included in the

following page as a visual reference aid. Three tutus from the production

Pasticcio will then be examined for construction techn¡ques, fabric analysis and

fibre identification.

Anatomy of a Tutu

Bodice: The tutu bodice is the upper portion of the tutu covering the body from

bust to waist. lt is generally made up of numerous shaped panels used to fit the

contours of the body. A tutu bodice must be very close fitting but also must have

some give since dance is an aerobic activity and dancers must be able to

breath easily while performing. Hence, bias panels are often incorporated into

the bodice to allow for a tight fit yet allow the dancer to breath easily. The

bodice often has boning inserted at the seams of the centre front pofiion of the

costume. The bodice and upper decorative layer of the frill, called the plate are

usually highly decorated.

Basque: The basque is the part of the tutu connecting the bodice and the

plate. Correct fit of the basque is the key to a well-made tutu. lf the basque is

too tight the costume will ride up and be very uncomfortable. The basque is the
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base of the costume. lt is made first and the rest of the costume is built onto the

basque. They are custom fit by trial and error for each dancer.

Frills: These are multiple layers of netting gathered to the basque to make up

the voluminous portion of the skirt. When making a tutu care must be taken

when attaching the frill and the basque so that the frills are parallel to the floor.

lf they are not parallel the tutu will appear tilted and may be unstable and

unattractive when dancing. Frills are often adjusted to the dancer. According to

Harrison (1988) slender dancers have a narrower top frill while a shott stocky

dancer would have a wider frill. Harrison provides a chart which suggests how

to determine the number and width of frills based on the dancer's height. The

outer edge of the frill can be left straight or cut with scallops or points.

Plate or Plateau: The plate is the upper most layer of the frills. lt is usuatly

made of the same fashion fabric as the bodice and basque. Care must be taken

to avoid a heavy fabric for this layer or the skirt will sag. The bodice and plate

are usually highly decorated. When decorated the same principle must be

considered, too much decoration will cause it to sag. Heavy decorations should

be placed close to the basque not near the outer edge of the plate.

Panty: This lower portion of the costume is rarely seen. Panties must be cut

full enough in the back to prevent them from riding up during movement. They

are made of netting or cotton and can be plain or rutfled. The rutfles on the

panty are sometimes referred to as'butt rutfles" (Folts, 1996).
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F- Frills or Ruffles

Anatomy
of a Tutu

Figure 8. Diagram of a typicaltutu with the major parts identified. Description of
the parts is in the section entitled Anatomy of a Tutu.

Amended from Harrison (1988). p 102.
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Although considerable knowledge had been obtained on conservation

theory along with hands-on workshop experience, treatment of the RWB's

irreplaceable tutus required expert supervision that would ultimately benefit the

RWB and myself. To this end, Lorrie Storr, Senior Conservator of Textiles and

Organics at Parks Canada, Western Canada Service Centre, Cultural

Resources Services in Winnipeg, Manitoba was consulted. Ms. Storr provided

guidance and expertise throughout the hands-on work with the Pasticcio tutus

as well as providing the opportunity to work with technologically advanced

facilities and materials. The following section relates to the observable analysis

and identification of material design and the construction component of the

analysis model.

The wardrobe mistress for the RWB, Ann Armit, provided three of the

anticipated four Pasticcío remaining tutus; one yellow tutu on loan for display

was unavailable. The three provided were taken to the Parks Canada

conservation lab a|428-145 Mc Dermot Avenue Winnipeg where they were

examined, documented and a course of action was developed as to the care

and treatment. The first descr¡pt¡ons of the general structure of allthe Pasticcio

tutus is followed by a section for the three specific and their distinguishing

characteristics.
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Yellow Tutu #1 ,'

Yellow Tutu # 3

Figures 9a, 9b, and 9c. Depict the tutus photographed as they were first
examined at the RWB,

Photographs by pat tomszyczyn

Blue Tutu # 2
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Description of the Pasticcio Tutus

Visual impact is highly desirable when costuming. The durability of

materials may be a secondary consideration. For this reason costumes can be

composed of an amazing variety of decorations, trims, and fabrics making them

difficult to examine. The Pasticcio tutus are not highly decorated yet they

consisted of a wide variety of materials.

Each of the three Pasticcio tutus was examined individually with the

assistance of Lorrie Storr. First the construction was examined; most of the

tutus were constructed by machine, but repairs or alterations had been done by

hand. The seams are strong and in good condition. The thread does not match

the fabrics in most cases. lt is possible the thread may not have been an exact

match when sewn as fabrics are known to have changed colour during years of

storage. lt is also common if an exact match of thread cannot be found to pick a

shade slightly darker on the spool. lt will sew in slightly lighter than it appears

on the spool and the dark shade will not reflect light as much thus blending

better with the fabric than a tight shade of thread. The thread used in these

costumes now appears slightly darker than the fabrics it is joining.

The fabrics used on the outside, that is, the fashion fabric, as wefl as

those fabrics used to line the costumes appear in good condition. They are still

strong and pliable with a good hand. Fibre content was determined by

removing a small sample of the yarns from the warp and fill direction of each

fabric or trim used in the tutus (See Appendix G for qualitative analysis

procedure and results).2z Samples were taken from seam allowances so as not

2 Vvhen a fabric is woven, length and widthwise yams interlace. The lengthwise yarns are called the
warp yams and the widthwise yams are refened to as fill or weft yams.
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to damage the integrity of the costumes. The lining of the plate could not be

determined because the edges were finished in such away that no raw edges

or seams were exposed. Thus fibre content of this particular fabric remains

unknown. For the other fabrics, each sample was examined microscopically for

distinguishing features. Many naturalfibres can be identified by microscopic

examination alone. Others required further testing. Fibre identification then

becomes somewhat of a process of elimination based on a series of testing.

For example, if fibre content could not be determined by microscope, a series of

solubility tests were run;for others, the melting point of thermoptastic fibtes was

determined. The combination of information obtained from these three

procedures provided me with a definitive answer as to the fibre content for all

the samples tested.

The general construction of the parts that make up all the tutus fo¡ow as

well as information on the fibre content of each fabric based on testing done by

the examiners. This is followed by a section on each individual tutu

documenting specific damage, staining, missing parts and other distinguishing

features.

Bodice

The bodice, plate and basque have all been constructed from the same

fabric. The lead dancer's costume is a pale blue; the other costumes are a

creamy yellow colour. They are made from a 100% rayon woven fabric with a

crepe weave (Appendix G shows microscopic images of the fabric structure).

The bodice consists of six panels see Appendix E for construction details

and pattern shapes. All the panels have been cut on the straight of grain except
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the two panels found on either side of the centre panel, which were cut on the

bias. The trim gives the appearance that the tutu has been constructed from

many more panels. There are 12 lines of trim running vertically on the bodice.

On the yellow tutus six lines of trim are black and six are royal blue. The lead

dancer's costume ditfers in that the six blue trim lines have been changed to a

gold metallic braid while the black trim is the same as the others. The trim at the

centre bust area has been extended to form straps. A small section of the strap

where it attaches to the back bodice has been made of an elastic with a similar

width as the trim materialforming the rest of the strap. This allows the strap

some give to accommodate movement by the dancersæ

The bodice was lined in a sturdy cotton twill fabric, allthree panels have

been cut on the straight of grain2a. Bias tape was stitched over the three seams

at the front of each tutu. Some of the tutus have a flat smooth metal boning

inserted into the bias tape casing. The amount of boning varies in each

costume; one costume has casing but shows no signs boning was ever

inserted. ls it possible the wearer preferred a costume without boning?

The bust area of the costume is made of gathered netting similar to that

used for the rutfles. The fibre content of the net is 1OO% nylon. There are six

panels of netting backed with cotton twill similar to the bodice area. At the

upper edge there is a 3/4 inch ruffle made of the netting.

The back of the tutu is closed by a series of large stainless steel hooks and eyes

that run from the bodice to the plate.

æ One of the ways that dressing dancers differs fom regular costuming is that extra ease must be left
in the length for movement. The amount of extra ease added is a fine balance because too much extra
fabric distracts from the dancers form and hides subtle movernents.
2a This seems odd. The purpose in having bias panels on the exterior portion of the garment is allow the
natural give of bias to accommodate dance/s movernents and breathing. lf the inner portion is not cut
the same it negates the bias effect. Karinska used numerous bias cut panels on the inside and
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Basque

The basque is composed of three pieces of the crepe fashion fabric.

Each piece is circular and is fully lined with a plain.woven cotton fabric. There

are no dads so the costumes must have been custom cut to each dancer's

measurements or a sample basque made prior to the costume's construction.

The basque on these tutus is decorated, the lines of trim from the bodice

extending to the basque and onto the plate. According to Folt (1996) the

basque should never be decorated.

Plate

The plate is made of the same fabric as the bodice and basque. lt has

been lined with an unusual plain woven sheer fabric that has a stiff hand2s. All

seams were enclosed and it was not possible to test the f¡bre content of this

fabric without damaging the tutu so it remains unknown.

Frillor Rutfle

The ruffles have been made of 100% nylon netting. There are seven

layers, the widest is 10 inches decreasing in width by approximately one inch

per layer as they work from the top or the layer closest to the plate down toward

the panty area. The netting is quite grey and dull on allthe tutus though some

are more greyed than others perhaps due to picking up dirt over the years of

both sitting and use. Since nylon is a dye scavenger that stains easily and

outside of the costume (Bentley, 1995)ã The hand remained stiff even afrer washing, so if sizing was used to provide the stifrress it was not
water soluble.
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holds on to soils and dyes tenatiously, it is unlikely the original colour (if it were

indeed a true white) could be returned.

The layers of rutfles have been tacked loosely to the plate by hand.

There are seven layers of fabric making up the rutfle. The first layer below the

plate is a black sheer silk fabric with a two inch ruffle of the same fabric attached

at the outer edge of this layer. The next six layers are composed of 1}c,/o nylon

netting, the width of each layer decreasing as the layers move lower and closer

to the panty. The widest layer is the black layer at 10 inches and they move

down in size from g, 8, 8.5, 7.5, 6.5, 5.5. The diameter of the frill is 33 inches

across.

Panty

The panty is constructed of two pieces made from the same nylon net

fabric as the ruffles. There are no side searns as the front and back were cut as

one. Two rows of short rutfles have been attached to the upper portion of the

panty. The leg openings were finished with elastic that was inserted into a pale

pink cotton bias tape casing. The elastic in all the tutus has long since lost its

elasticity.

Yellow Tutu #1

The tutus were numbered to differentiate the condition reports on each.

Tutu #1 was one of the two yellow tutus examined. There are no manufacturer

labels in the tutus but there are identification labels showing the name of the

dancer who wore each costume. According to Ann Armit, Director of Wardrobe

at the RWB, this used to be common practice. Each costume was custom{itted
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and it was necessary to identify each costume quickly so each dancer would be

in the correct costume. Traditionally new labels were added over old ones

when a new dancer was fitted to a previous dancer's costume- This results in a

history in labels of who had performed in each costume. ln addition, this label

record could provide insight as to how many times a costume had been worn

and altered. Unfortunately this practice is no longer in use at the RWB, but the

Pasticcio tutus have these labels.

The label found on this tutu is made of a cream-coloured non-woven felt-

like fabric. The fibre content of this label was not tested but it appears to be

cornposed of a synthetic fibre. lt is not wool and only wool felts naturally so this

is probably made by heat setting thermoplastic fibres to create a felt-like fabric.

This is too thin and has a ditferent hand than wool. Microscopic examination

shows it to be synthetic. The edges have been pinked with shears. The label is

two inches in length by one-half inch in width. Typed in blue ink on the label is

"Royal Winnipeg Ballet B. Kerr". There is another label made of cotton twill

tape located directly below thís label. lt appears to have writing on it but it is

impossible to read the label unless the upper label is removed. This was not

done as removing the upper labels would result in losing the original stitching.

But we could find out the identity of the original wearer. Lorrie Storr and I

debated this question for a time and decided that it would not provide much

information and would be better left intact since this practice is no longer in use.

Though her name does not appear in the seasonal brochures or nightly house

progams, Barbara Kerr is a member of the RWB Alumni.

ln addition to the labels there is some handwriting made with permanent

ink on the inner twill lining of the bodice. lt appears to read " R.W.B. B.
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Etiozoai". I cannot find a record of any dancer by this name in any of the

Pasticcio programs or brochures for this time period. The writing is ditficult to

read and this may not be an accurate interpretation. lt is possible that since the

name is written in pen, it may be the name of someone who wore the costume

much later.

Figure 10. Close up of label on yellow tutu #1.
Photograph by Judy Manness

It has been suggested that the tutus may have been used by the ballet

school as practice tutus for a number of years. lt has also been suggested by

Ann Armit that the missing tutus lrom Pasticcio. eight by my calculation from the

pictures of the full cast, were probably disposed of by the school as they wore

out with use.
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The netting of the skirt on this particular costume is quite severely greyed

with some overall soiling. The arm scythe area shows staining from

perspiration that has aged and yellowed the garment. There are numerous

small contact stains that appear to be caused by dye transfer or bleeding, the

source unknown.

The casing that contained the hoop for this tutu had been slit and the

hoop removed since the first examination at the RWB. Some of the boning was

missing. The casing appears to have worn and frayed and the boning probably

fell out, it is unlikely it was removed for parts as boning is inexpensive and

commonly available. The hoop on this tutu was quite unique and a simifar hoop

would be all but impossible to find to replace it, it was most likely removed for

use in another costume.

Generally, the tutu is in good condition. lt has slighfly less body, the

fabric feeling sotter with more drape, than the other tutus and appears to have

been washed before. The dress shields are sott and the manufacturer writing

seems to have washed away. The costume glows when examined under

Ultraviolet (UV) light, evidence that it has picked up oplical brighteners from the

detergent used to clean it. The other two tutus do not fluoresce or glow under

uv light. There are no signs of insect damage, mould or rust. Any damage to

the costume appears to be a result of wear and tear during use.

Blue Tutu #2

Of the approximately 12 original Pasticcio tutus this tutu differs from all

the others in that it is blue in colour. lt was worn by lead dancer Marilyn Young.

According to programs and brochures Marilyn Young danced the lead in
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Pasticcio for several seasons. Marilyn Young was born in Yorkton,

Saskachewan, educated in Winnipeg, and trained at the Canadian School of

Ballet and the Bantf School of Fine Arts. Marilyn married Grant Marshall, a

designer for the RWB, and both are still actively involved with the RWB Alumni

Association and the arts community in Winnipeg.

Marilyn's lead dancer costume has no labels. Written twice in permanent

black ink on the inner twill lining of the tutu is "M. Young." This tutu also differs

in that it has no boning. The casing has been attached that would hold the

boning but none is present and there are no signs that there ever was boning in

this costume.

Fiqure 11. ldentification writing inside the lead dancer's blue tutu #2.
Photograph by Judy Manness
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There are several bright yellow stains on the bodice and basque. The

stains do not appear to be from the metallic trim unique to this tutu as they are

not located in the proximity of the trim. Not only is the trim unique on this tutu

but the placement of the trim ditfers from the other two tutus examined. This tutu

has the same black bias trim added to the outer edge of the plateau, accenting

the shaped perimeter of the plate. There is also a narrow white rutfle tacked to

the black rutfle just below the plate. This was probably added to show otf the

black trim at the edge of the ptate, as it would blend and be lost with the black

layer of ruffle found directly below it.

The stains on this costume appear quite random. lf they were from the

gold braid I would expect to find colour transfer directly underneath the trim.

Unlike the other tutus this tutu has stains on the inside as well as the outside of

the costume. There is a hole on the centre front portion of the basque. lt

appears to have been there for some time as it is frayed and worn looking. The

panty has been torn and crudely patched severaltimes at the panty back.

As with the other tutus the netting on this tutu is quite greyed. Of the

three, this tutu has the most staining. Aside from this, the tutu is in fair condition.

This costume did not fluoresce under UV light and it does not appear to have

been washed. Both dress shields and fabric have a lot of body. lt is possible

the costume may have been drycleaned as drycleaning solvents do not contain

optical brighteners. Like tutu #1 the original hoop has been removed and the

sihouette is changed by the loss of the hoop.
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Yellow Tutu #3

This yellow tutu has cream-coloured non-woven labels similar to that

found on yellow tutu #1. The uppermost label reads "Royal Winnipeg Ballet E.

Zotgo". Located directly below this label, which is only partially attached, there

is another label which is easily read. lt is typed like the first on similar material

two inches in length by half an inch in width and it states " Royal Winnipeg

Ballet, E. Wullem".

Fiqure 12. Label inside yellow tutu#3.
Photograph by Judy Manness

Elizabeth Wullem did not dance in the opening performance of Pasticcio.

She is, however, listed in the 1958-59 seasonal brochure as a member of the

company lor that year. She is also listed in a house program for October 1958

as dancing in Pasticcio that evening. The background given on her includes a
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season of training with Zachary Solov of the Metropolitan opera and

performances at the Butfalo-Toronto Melody fair.

No listing could be found for an E. Zorgo. Neither Elizabeth Wullem nor

E. Zorgo are members of the RWB alumni. ls it possible that Zorgo is Wullem's

married name since both people who danced in this costume had a first name

starting with an E?

Figure 13. Picture of label inside tutu # 3, shows how labels are layered,
indicating the history of dancers using a costume

Photograph by Judy Manness

This tutu's netting is the whitest of the three examined, suggesting the

others were at one time brighter and cleaner. There is some overall soiling and

perspiration stains in the underarm area. Of the three tutus examined this

appears to be in the best condition and it is the only one with the original hoop.

Two of the three original pieces of boning can still be found in this tutu: the
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centre front piece and one of the side pieces. There is very little staining on this

tutu. The writing on the dress shields is clearly visible its reads " crescent shape

size 3 Made in England". The shields have a crisp hand, and appear to have

never been washed. The plate is a slightly different colour from the bodice and

basque with a slightly pinker hue to its yellow colour.

As previously stated, this tutu is the most complete and in the best

condition of the three costumes examined. lt is richer in colour and appears not

to have been washed as allthe writing on the dress shields is intact.
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CHAPTER FIVE

l-reatment

This section addresses the conservation component of the model. After

the tutus were examined, a thorough condition report was written for each one.

Chapter four documents all the findings on the condition of the three Pasticcio

tutus examined. The details needed to distinguish between the three very

similar garments were not easily accommodated in a traditional condition report

so the information was documented in the previous chapter but traditional

condition reports on each costume can be found in Appendix D. ln consultation

with Lorrie Storr, the course of action for examination and treatment of each

piece was determined based on the information gathered in the condition

reports. This resulted in a number of questions. Were the costumes strong

enough to withstand cleaning? Would cleaning benefit the costumes in any

way? What risks did cleaning pose to the costumes? Was cleaning appropriate

for the fabrics, trims etc. What repairs were necessary? Should any work be

done to them if they were going to be sold off or used for parts in the future. The

starting point to gain the knowledge to answer these questions is the condition

repoft.

A condition report is used most frequently by museums to document the

current condition of an artifact. At a later date, when the item is re-examined,

the existing condition can be compared with the condition report to see if any

deterioration has taken place. Museums can encounter problems that can

result in changes to artifacts: insect infestations, natural disasters, and

equipment breakdown. Another reason to create a condition report is to prevent
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excess handling of artifacts. lnstead of pulling out a piece and handling it to

determine its state, a condition report can be used. lf the condition of the artifact

is poor the decision to display it or not can be determined without ever

disturbing the artifact.

Now that complete condition repofts were finished, as noted in the

previous chapter, representatives of the costume departments at the New york

City Ballet, the Royal Wnnipeg Batlet, the National Ballet of Canada, pacific

Northwest Ballet, and Ballet BC were contacted to determine how modern

costumes are cleaned and stored. Do they document the condition of pieces?

Do they sofi costumes into categories of usable, not usable, student,

professional? ft old costumes were still used, how were they cleaned? Did

cleaning procedures differ with modern or retired costumes?

The cleaning procedures were similar for all the companies regardless of

whether the company was creaning ord or new costumes. Ail agreed that

costumes are not cleaned freguently, mostly due to budgetary restraints. Most

dancers'contracts state that the costumes must be cleaned at specified

intervals, usually atter a determined number of pedormances. This varies with

the company but can range anywhere between eight and 2o performances.

Considering the conditions of use, strenuous exercise and hot lights, this finding

was very surprising- Think, for example, of wearing workout clothes for 20 trips

to the gym before cleaning them! otten a costume would not see eight

performances in a season so there would be no contractual requirement to

clean it, therefore, it may be packed dÍrty. The National Bailet, with the

generous donation of a local drycleaner, now cleans all its costumes at season

end before packing them. Also when costumes are rented out they must be
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cleaned and examined prior to the loan and they may be returned clean or

cleaned again upon return depending on the agreement.

ln most companies costumes are cleaned less otten than that of the

National Ballet. Money is always a consideration and it was viewed as a waste

of labour to clean items for storage when they may never be used again.

Costumes are also expensive to clean. They may contain components that do

not withstand cleaning and which will need replacement if damaged or they

may require disassembly to clean. lt is common practice in most companies to

completely clean and repair costumes only when required. Spot cleaning or

"refreshing" is much more common. Costumes are refreshed by wiping the arm

pit and panty area with alcohol or new odor removing sprays such as Febreeze

r'. Barbara DeKat of the National Baflet explains that when costumes are worn

by a single dancer there is less of a problem. When more than one dancer

wears a costume the perspiration mixes and causes odors. She revealed that a

combination of refreshing before dry cleaning has been more effective than dry

cleaning alone. Kate Burrows, Ballet BC, concurred with DeKat that

productions that are double cast require more frequent cleanings. Dancers are

asked to wear undergarments to protect the costumes. Dress shields are also

used to provide protection.

One maior disadvantage to frequent cleaning of costumes lies in the facl

that a fabric loses its body as a result of the process. The body and volume of a

tutu is key to its silhouette and appearance. When tutus are cteaned repeatedly

the ruffles lose their crispness. Sizing can be added in an attempt to restore the

body but the costume never returns to its original appearance. Tutus are otten

opened and new layers of net are added in an attempt to revive old, wilted tutus.
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Cleaning procedures on old and new costumes did not ditfer. The NYCB

said that the ruffles of old and new costumes were otten cleaned in a washing

machine by putting the frills in with the leg opening slipped over the agitator.

Atter examination it was decided the tutus were strong enough to attempt

cleaning. One of the tutus appeared to have been cleaned successfully in the

past since it showed evidence of laundering. lt was less crisp, there was

minimal staining on the dress shields and the fabric fluoresced from the

deposition of detergent optical brþhteners. lt was felt that cleaning would not

result in any damage to the costumes. Ann Armit, Wardrobe Director at the

Royal \Mnnipeg Ballet, was informed of the risks associated with cleaning since

there is always a risk and wet cleaning damage is often irreversible. She was

informed that the costumes had been pre-tested and did not seem to pose any

risk but her acceptance of the cleaning plan required confirmation. She agreed

to permit the process to proceed.

Two cleaning procedures were chosen. One was to use traditional

conservation cleaning procedures on two of the tutus. The blue lead dancer's

tutu as well as the yellow tutu that had not been previously cleaned and had the

original hoop intact were chosen for this method. The yellow tutu that had been

previously cleaned would be taken to a local cleaner trained in a new

restoration treatment called Web-Re-Storr' (see brochure in Append¡x H).

Allthe tutus were tested for colouffastness prior to any cleaning

procedure. The procedure is very simple: a small area of each of the fabrics,

trims, thread, etc. to be cleaned was wet out with all possible cleaning solvents.

Atter allowing the solvent to penetrate, the wet out area was blotted with white

blotting paper. once dry the paper was examined for any dye pickup. For pre-
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testing, the worst case scenario was the starting point for testing, for this was the

best way to show the potential tor a problem. This involved a solution of a high

detergent concentration and warm water. lf bleeding occurred then other

scenarios were tried: no detergent, cold water, salt, or vinegar to set the dyes.

The fashion fabric of all three tutus was tested for colourfastness and no

staining occurred. The metallic trim showed a slight yellow tinge on the blotter

but the other trims did not stain the blotter. The two tutus chosen for the

conservation wet cleAning process showed minor stain¡ng during pre-testing.

The thread used to stitch the black frill layer appeared to bleed slightly. But

since it was sewn to black fabric this was not a great concern. Had black thread

been used on the yellow fabric, bleeding to surrounding fabric would have been

a maior concern. A soap solution with vinegar was tested and bleeding was

less than without the vinegar. Adding salt to the test solution seemed to set the

dye and no bleeding was seen on the pretest sample of the thread with the salt

solution. Based on this pre-testing, it was decided that most components had

good colourfastness and washing the tutu in a cool salt water and Orvus'"

solution would be the safest approach.26

The previously-cleaned yellow tutu #1 showed no colourfastness

concerns. The black thread that bled on the other two samples left no colour on

the blotter paper for this sample. This tutu was chosen for the Web-Re-Storru

treatment.
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Because this tutu had been cleaned before colouffastness issues were

not a concern as excess dye on the thread had probably been washed away

during the prior cleanings. Also, this tutu was one of the two tutus in which the

hoop had been removed. The Web-Re-StorrM process involves cleaning in a

special washer with gentle agitation provided by air bubbles. A tutu with a hoop

would not fit in the washer, so in this case it was advantageous that hoop had

been removed for use in other costumes.

Wet Cleaning Blue -Futu #2 and yellow Tutu #3

The first tutu to be cleaned was tutu #3. Chosen because there were

three yellow tutus remaining from the 12 originals. Thus if a catastrophe

occurred in cleaning, it would be better to lose a yellow tutu when two others

remained than to lose the one and only blue lead dancer costume. Cleaning

began at the Parks Canada conservation lab under supervision. lf wet cleaning

was successfutthe experimental Web-Re-Storr" treatment would be attempted,

if it was not successful cleaning by the web-Re-StorrM process would not

proceed.

The process was as follows:

Yellow tutu #3 was the first to be cleaned. The parks Canada

conservation lab is equipped with a large stainless steeltable for wet cleaning.

The table is approximately four feet in width, six feet in length and eight to ten

inches deep. The wash table was filled with distilled de-ionized cool water,

approximately 25'C. While the table was fifling approximately 1 pound of table

salt was dissolved in the water, as pre-testing showed that salt helped to set the

excess dye in the thread of the black rutfle. Once the salt was disælved the tutu
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was immersed ¡n the water and obserued carefully for any signs of bleeding

dye. No problems were observed so a small amount of OruusrM was added to a

far corner of the table. Again the interaction with the detergent was observed for

signs of bleeding. No problems occurred. lf bleeding had occurred, the table is

equipped with four drains, one at each corner, so the detergent solution could

be quickly drained and the costume rinsed.

Lorrie Storr demonstrated the two cleaning procedures favored by their

lab. One was to cup your hand and gently work the water into the garment

being cleaned. The other was to use a natural sponge and a similar motion to

clean the garment. Both of us worked on the tutu together. This tutu had the

original hoop so it was easy for us to support the costume and turn it so it could

be gently worked from both sides. Dirt particles were released into the cleaning

solution. The table was drained and refilled three times in order to rinse the

costume well. lt was then blotted between thick qlean white towels to remove

excess moisture. Then Lorrie Storr suspended the costume with bungie cords

over the table and set up several fans to circulate the air and dry the costume

quickly. lt was carefully observed for any signs of bleeding: none occurred and

the costume was almost completely dry within an hour. lt was then turned

upside down and supported with foam to continue drying until the following

week when the same procedure was repeated with the lead dancer's blue tutu.

There was no ditference in the cleaning procedure for the other two tutus. But

as a result of some bleeding from the yellow cotton cording found in the centre

of the gold metallic braid, which became evident when blotted with the clean

white towels, the drying procedure was changed slightly. ln addition to the fans

used to dry the c¡stume a hand-held hair dryer was used on the gold braided
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trim to dry it quickly and prevent bleeding onto the fashion fabric of the tutu.

While the trim did not bleed in pre-testing, a small amount of bleeding oc-curred

directly under and around the trim in several places. This proved to be the

source of the numerous yellow stains on the outside and inside of this costume.

Luckily the bleeding was apparent immediately through blotting and dealt with

properly and little damage occurred. lt did provide the opportunity to learn a

technique used to treat dye bleeding. Jose Milne from the Parks Canada lab

showed me a technique she uses to remove migrated dyes. lt is a time-

consuming process involving wetting a small area at a time and pulling the

excess dye through the fabric to a blotter fabric below it by use of a suction or

vacuum table. The instructions for the technique as written by Milne can be

found in Appendix l.

After cleaning and drying, the costumes were steamed, repaired and

photographed. Repairs consisted of obtaining boning and a hoop from the

RWB to replace the missing hoop in the lead dancer's costume. Parks Canada

provided netting of a similar colour which was sewn by hand over the damaged

hoop casing so that a new hoop could be inserted. Boning was not added to

the lead dancer's costume as it appears the costume never contained any. The

missing boning was replaced in the yellow tutu. The tutus were then steamed

which was very successful: the tutus appeared to bounce back to life with a

good steaming. Finally, the tutus were photographed for the treatment repofl as

well as for use on the outside of the storage container.
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Web-Re-StorrM Cleaning yellow Tutu #1

Because the wet cleaning of the first yellow tutu was sucessful and the

only complication in cleaning the lead dancer's tutu was the gold trim which

was unique to that tutu alone, it was felt that the tutus were in sufficienily good

condition to attempt the Web-Re-StorrM process on the third tutu. This process

is used most frequenfly for antique wedding gowns but has been used

successfully on a variety of old textiles. The process involves soaking the

garment in the patented cleaning soÍvent for as much as severaldays. The

solution is drained, and if the solvent is especially dirty a second soaking may

be done. Atter the garment is drained it is rinsed in clean cool water by a

special low agitation washing machine where the agitation is provided by the

action of air bubbles instead of a normal agitator. The garment is then air-dried

with the aid of fans to circulate the air and dry the garment quickly. The cleaner

gave assurance that the process involved no harsh chemicals and the cleaning

ingredients could be found in any household: it was the combination that led to

such spectacular results.2T The process is quite remarkable in its ability to

remove stains and dirt that have oxidized during years of storage.

The tutu was placed in a pillowcase and submerged in the cleaning

solution in a sink. The garment was observed several times over the next few

hor'¡rs; no bleeding occurred. The cleaner felt dirt was coming otf but the

garment required soaking overnight. When the cleaner returned in the morning

the cleaning solution was very dark. The solution was drained and the garment

rinsed. The degraded black silk rutfle was the source of the dark cleaning

27The comb¡nation of chemicals used is unknown. The cleaner described the process butwould notdisclose exactly from what the cleaning solvent was 
"ompoi"¿. 

----
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solution. During the overnight soaking the dye started to bleed and an¡hing in

direct contact with the black layer suffered contact staining.

The cleaner suggested removing the black ruffle and re-cleaning the

costume, however, reconstructing a tutu is very ditficult unless you are well

trained. Reconstructing a tutu can be more ditficult than constructing it. Tutus

tend to "grow" when they are deconstructed making reconstruction ditficult. The

process of deconstructing and reconstructing the garment was not an opt¡on as

this process was beyond my capabilities.

There are always risks associated with any cleaning procedure. ln spite of pre-

testing, selecting a previously cleaned garment, taking all possible precautions,

and adding careful observation during the process, this staining of the garment

occurred. Unfortunately this results in having a garment not suitable for display.

since the tutu will not be acceptable for display, the hoop casing was not

repaired nor was a new hoop added to this tutu. However, the form and

structure of the tutu are still good and can be used for design analysis as it is a

unique and beautiful piece.

Cleaning results

The results were mÍxed. The two wet cleanings at the Conservation lab

were very successful. The costumes are brighter, cleaner and any body

residues such as oils and perspiration have been washed out of the costumes.

The costumes had been stored atop one another and flattened substantially

from prolonged storage. Cleaning helped to revive the tutus, their previous

volume has been returned. Unfortunately the Web-Re-Stor process did not

work on the third costume. Possibly a shorter cleaning procedure might have
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met w¡th greater success. Treatment reports detailing the results can be found

in Appendix F.

Storage

Storage is at a premium in allthe ballet companies and the RWB is no

exception. They currently have two storage facilities. There is a small storage

space in the costume shop of the RWB which houses garments that are

currently being worked on or costumes that are of particular value.

Figure 14. Current storage shelves at the RWB building on Graham Street.
Photograph by pat tomczyszyn
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The design of several custom-made support structures was discussed

but they would be space-consuming and expensive. I discussed storage with

several costumers on an on-line ballet costuming discussion group. Most

individuals on the list owned only a small number of costumes. They stored

them upside down in closets or in several homemade storage containers. One

suggestion was an oversized pizza style box. Cardboard becomes acidic with

age so acid free c,ontainers made of Coroplast or acid free cardboard would be

required. The Nationat Ballet has purchased custom-made boxes of this style.

They are quite expensive unless being purchased in large quantities. Also they

require quite a bit of space. lndividuals on the list used similar boxes stored

costumes under beds. The RWB would have to use their current storage units.

A couple of boxes would take up the same amount of space that five or six tutus

are currently housed. This would mean some of the costumes would have to be

moved to the other storage facility which would be less favorable. Another

suggestion was to use a round zippered fabric case for tutu storage. A fabric

case would be inexpensive and easy to make.

Zippers and Velcro could not be used as they could possibly catch and

damage the costumes. For this reason and because of space concerns it was

decided a simple cover similar to a large pillow case or duvet cover would be

constructed of a plain-woven undyed cotton fabric. lt is similar to the round case

idea but easier to construct. The case would be space etficient, not taking up

more space than the tutus were already allowed. lt would help to keep the tutus

clean and free from dust. Each tutu would get its own cover, though all three

tutus from the same production could be housed together, if that were more

desirable to the ballet. The case was closed with large button closures along
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the hemmed edge of the case. A layer of Coroplast (an acid free plastic

cardboard) was encased in undyed cotton and inserted at the bottom of each

case. The fabric covers the raw edges of the board so it will not snag the

delicate fabrics and trims used on costumes. The Coroplast layer is used as a

means of support, it also allows the tutus to be moved with a minimum of

handling. The board can be grasped rather than the garment.

Finally, a clear plastic pocket was sewn onto each case and Polaroid

pictures of each garment were added to the pocket so the contents of the case

are known without having to disturb its contents. This prevents excess

handling. Hopefully each garment having an individual case will differentiate it

from the other costumes in the collection and protect the costumes from any

further harvesting of parts.

while the garments have been documented, cleaned and appropriate

storage containers prepared, the history of the Pasticcio costumes is still

unknown. The following chapter will attempt to answer the questions of where

the costumes were made, when, by whom and who designed the tutus.
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CHAPTER SIX

Provenance

This chapter details the information obtained from interviews with several

ballet companies andPasticcio participants. The interviews with participants

have helped with understanding of the background of the ballet, some of the

people involved, and past company practices. From this information it can be

pieced together how the Pasticcio tutus came to the Royal Wnnipeg Ballet and

why they are believed to be made by Madame Barbara Karinska. The

information clearly shows that there are similarities and differences between the

Pasticcio tutus and key characteristics similar to Karinska tutus exist. The

differences, howevet, are significant, and along with interview information has

enabled some conclusions to be drawn; these follow in Chapter 7.

ln order to verify the attribution of the RWB Pasticcio costumes to

Karinska it was necessary to gain knowledge in construction techniques used in

dance costumes, particularly tutus. The research process was divided into

searching for tutu construct¡on information in general as well as those specific

techniques credited to Karinska. lt was also important to try to determine why

the unlabelled Pasticciotutus at the Royal Winnipeg Ballet were believed to be

designed and/or constructed by Karinska. To address this last inquiry, original

participants in Pasfibcio were interviewed.
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Establishing A Tutu's Provenance

A library search revealed that little has been written on the specifics of

tutu design or construction. There were, however, several books containing

instructions to make children's practice tutus. Once I had read the information

available and had a basic understanding of the anatomy of a tutu I felt I could

appfy the conservation knowledge I had to the Pasticciotutus. The

conservation process and results are recorded in Chapter 4. part of the

conservation process was a deta¡led report of all the design features of the

Pasticcio tutus, knowledge which could be used for comparison with other tutus.

Costuming pracrt¡ces were examined at The National Ballet, Ballet BC, NYCB

and Pacific Northwest Ballet Company for comparison with RWB tutus. lt was

hoped that a ballet company that had tutus made by Madame Karinska would

be found.

National Ballet

The National Ballet was contacted first as they had a complete list of their

repertoire from 1951-1998 listed on their internet website

(www.nationalballet.ca). Between 1979 and 1996 the site listed four ballet

productions crediting Karinska as the costume designer. Since these dates

extend beyond Karinska's career (she designed her last ballet in lgTT and died

in 1983) it was thought possible that the sets and costumes could have been

borrowed or purchased from the NYCB. Ulitmately, it was discovered that the

National Ballet does not own any costumes made by Barbara Karinska. lt

seems they have a unique way of crediting costumers. Allof the costumes

credited to Karinska were made by designers hired by the National Ballet. The
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designer looked at pictures of the productions designed by Karinska and

costumes were created based on the designer's interpretation of Karinska

designs. lt was disappointing that no Karinska tutus were found but the on site

storage facility was toured and a wide variety of tutus viewed. Barbara DeKatt,

from the costume department, provided information on the design, construction,

and cleaning practices currently used at their facility to tend to costumes in their

collection and those borrowed from other companies.

The basic knowledge of tutu anatomy, and viewing other tutus, allowed a

ditferent perspective when reexamining the Pasticciotutus. The National Ballet

of Canada only had one set of tutus with clean cut frill edges, all others in their

collection had scalloped or pointed edges. The National Ballet had several

tutus with a silhouette quite ditferent from the typical powder putf tutu. The

Sleeping BeauU production provides a good example. The tutu bodice and

plate were cut all in one with no basque. The silhouette was that of a short

princess style lined dress with rutfles hung heavy and low. A wide variety of

materials were used to support thetutu. The hoops found in their tutus were of

various widths and shapes, but none were similar to the Pasticcio hoops.

Moreover, no tutus with the radiating spoke support system credited as a

favorite of Madame Barbara Karinska were seen.

While at the National Ballet I also met with Sharon Vanderlinde, who is in

charge of the Education Archives and the Harold Meadows Costume Archive.

The National Ballet has a library which is open to researchers when booked by

appointment. Ms. Vanderlinde printed a list of the books in their collection

relating to costume design. She also explained how the costume archive was

organized. lt is a fairly large collection containing several photo albums with
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pictures of the costumes in the collection. The albums are arranged

alphabetically by production name. With each production there is a data sheet

where information about the designer, choreographer, and brief condition notes

etc can be found if it is known.

Ms. Vanderlinde has a Master's degree in Dance History. She used her

knowledge and research to pick the pieces now housed in the Harold Meadows

Costume Archives. Most of the costumes are from the 1960's and 1970's.

Costumes made in the 1970's or more recently are frequently still in use so they

have yet to find their way into the costume archive. \lVhen costumes are no

longer desired for use Ms. Vanderline looks through retired costumes to select

peices for the collection. The number of costumes in a production can be

staggering; if all the costumes were preserved, a very large archive would be

necessary, so only selec-t pieces are retained.

The costumes and accessories are then photographed, packed and

stored. Duplicate photographs are made. One is put on the front of the storage

container and the other in the library. Costumes are stored as is. Costumes are

only cleaned when deemed necessary, for example, if they are to be placed on

display. Some costumes are incomplete as tutus may have been removed and

reused. ln this case, only the bodice may remain. This practice of reusing tutus

is no longer followed thus future costumes should remain intact.

Although the collection is relatively small it is well-packaged, with tutus

packed individually in Coreplast boxes. Coreplast, a synthetic white plastic

cardboard, is used as it does not degrade and turn acidic like cardboard boxes.

Large boxes of an appropriate size for tutus were purchased. The collection is

housed in a room devoted to it, The room is not climate controlled and ideally
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all items should be cleaned before storage, but it is well organized and easily

accessed.

Ballet British Columbia (BÇ)

Ballet BC is a young company, established in the early 1g80's and

focuses on contemporary ballet. The company's wardrobe person fulfills all the

roles a whole department would be required for in another company. Their

costumes are simple, mostly leotards. The costumes are made of modern knit

fabrics composed of fibres such as lycra and coolmax. They are easily cleaned

with home laundering procedures. They have no need for a costume

department, they do not use traditional ballet costumes, consequently there are

no tutus in their collection.

New York City Ballet

Holly Hynes, the Director of the NYCB costume shop is the resident

costume expert of the Balanchine Trust, dealing with the recreation of many

Karinska designs.2s She travels worldwide to teach the execution of Karinska

designs to other companies. Ms. Hynes also supervises the creation and

restoration of classical and modern costumes as well as doing original design

work herself. Ms. Hynes revealed that it is virtually impossible to determine if a

costume was made by Madame Barbara Karinska without examination, though

she said it was unlikely lhe Pasliccio tutus were made by Barbara Karinska if

they didn't have a Karinska label. Karinska used her own labels until the

1970's when she switched to using the New york city Ballet labels.
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lmages of the Pasticcio tutus were sent to Ms. Hynes who was initialfy

willing to look at the costumes and give an opinion as to whether they may, or

may not have been, made by Karinska. Regrettably she did not respond.

An attempt was made to examine tutus known to be made by Karinska at

the NYÇB. Unfortunately, Ms. Hynes explained that there were no research

facilities "unless the web counts". lt was possible to make an appointment at the

New York City Public Library to view their photographic dance collection.

Unfortunately, details like the type of materials used for construction, hoop type

and structure, and other distinguishing features would not be evident in a

photograph.

Fufther Ms. Hynes did explain the procedures used by the New York City

Ballet to clean their costumes. As with other companies, the tutus aren't

cleaned after each performance but frequently refreshed. when a major

cleaning is required it is laborious as tutus are notoriously ditficult to clean.

First, the bodice must be disconnected from the lower portion of the costume.

The fashion fabric is removed from the plate and bodice and they are sent to a

professional cleaner. The tutu skirt or ruffles are then washed by machine, the

leg opening fit carefully over the agitator. The tutu is then rebuilt or

reassembled. lf the tutu has lost its life and there is no time to remake the

costume a layer of stitf net may be added to the rutfles to increase the volume.

Belore re-assembfy the layers may be separated and sprayed with sizing.

When not in used tutus are stored upside down from hanger tapes; heavy tutus

which cannot be suspended are crated.

Ann Armit of the RWB suggested I contact the tutu registry in NY as it

might be a good way to trace the Pasticcio tutus. Unfortunately the number Ms.
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Armit provided was no longer in service. Ms. Hynes was contacted and asked

about the organization. She said the Tutu Registery, part of a low scale rental

firm in New York known as Costume Collection had gone out of business. The

registery had attempted to coordinate companies with low budgets with larger

companies willing to rent their costumes.

Pacific Northwest Ballet Company

The Pacific Northwest Ballet of Seattle Washington was in the midst of

staging during the interview period. lt was not possible to view their collection

but the wardrobe mistress did answer some questions concerning their

cleaning and storage procedures as well as otfering her e-mail address for

follow-up questions. The Pacific Northwest Ballet does not have any Karinska

costumes in their collection.

This company seems to be in a similar situation to most companies:there

is little money to clean and store costumes. Refreshing is performed in-house

and major cleaning is done by professional dry cleaners when necessary.

Storage is at a premium: no special facilities are available for old costumes.

lnteruiews wilh Pasticcio Participants

Five members of the original dancers lrom Pasticeio were contacted and

interviewed along with one of the two set designers and choreographer

Ruthanna Boris. Their recollections provided interesting information about the

Pasticcio ballet performance and costumes. These alumni were eager to talk

about their experience with the ballet and while their memories were varied,

they were unanimous in their delight that the ballet was being studied.
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Although most of the ballerinas are now married and most have changed their

names, for purposes of continuity with the programs, they will be referred to by

their stage names.

Ted Patterson and Marilvn Younq (Marshalll

Mr. Patterson and Ms. Young were interviewed together at the RWB

buílding. Alumni members meet every Monday morning to organize the

materials donated to their archives. Mr. Patterson informed me that of allthe

photos ol Pasticcio found in the seasonal brochures only one is on stage in a

realistic setting. All other pictures show a single dancer or a pair. These were

not taken from performances but posed images probably taken for publicity

purposes . Mr. Patterson pointed out that the pictures peppered throughout the

promotional materials show ballerinas posed with male dancers who are not

actually wearing Pasticcio costumes. This ended my hope that since the

seasonal brochures had so many pictures of people in the Pasticcio costumes it

indicated that it was a popular and memorable production. Mr. Patterson felt

that this probably was not the case and explained that because of a generat

lack of funds for promotional materials, professional photographs were rarely

taken. Most photography was done by volunteers from the Wnnipeg

Photography Club. Pastiæio received better funding than most ballets in that

time period. The professional photographs taken for this production were thus

extensively used.

As previously noted in Chapter 4 , there are four tutus remaining from the

Pasticcio Broduction: no male dancers costumes were found. Mr. Patterson

otfered an explanation for this. He felt the costumes were rather ordinary and
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probably deemed not worth keeping. The male dancer's costume had a white

scooped neck leotard with long sleeves, a waistband with a shoulder strap in

turquoise, gold and black, black capri pants, white knee socks, white shoes and

the lead male dancer wore a small black "beanie" cap worn low at the back of

the head. Lead dancers costumes ditfered slightly from other dancers'

costumes. ln the case of the ballerina, the tutu was a ditferent colour.

Mr. Patterson recalls the music as being very unique. lt had a ditficult

complex beat that was difficult to keep time to. Often it was necessary to count

everything in his head to stay on cue and cue others. lt was not popular with the

dancers. There are no written records of Pastiecio's choreography. Recording

choreography is very complex and expensive. lt was not done at the RWB,

though a few productions were filmed by the Canadian Broadcasting

corporation (CBC). Modern productions are now videotaped as a record.

Though Pasticcio was lÍsted in the repertoire of the RWB in their seasonal

brochures for 1956-1957, 1957-1958, 1958-1959, Mr. Patterson and Ms. young

stated they did not know how many times it was performed. Seasonal

brochures were often printed before the season's programming was finalized.

Ballets that were not performed were often l¡sted in the repertoire. Ms. Young

and Mr. Patterson were unsure as to when it was last performed.

Although the archival collection is not complete, by examining existing

house programs in the archives it was determined that Pasticcio was performed

on the following dates: Pasticcio premiered on February 27lh 19s6, and was

subsequently performed on January 4th and sth 1957 and October 17th 1958.

The program for the premiere lists the costumer as Ann Sirob (Appendix A). No

program other than the first one credits a costumer for the production.
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lnterestingly, one of the house programs credits Karinska for the

costumes tor Comedians, a ballet choreographed by Ruthanna Boris. lt states
that the Comedlans costumes were designed by Alvin Colt and executed by

Karinska couftesy of the New york City Ballet Co.

Mr- Patterson and Ms. young (Figures 15a and l5b) remember Boris

supplying costumes for several productions she choreographed. They posited

that the Karinska costumes may have been from productions Miss Boris had

choreographed and danced in herself. Mr. Patterson suggested that costumes

The Pasticciotutus are indeed a style different to that normally worn.

Apparently the dancers found it a challenge to adjust to hooped tutus. Mr.

Patterson remembers rebounding off a ballerina if he got too close. Ms. young

may be the property of the choreographer.
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also remembered their tendency to tip. ln a later correspondance with Mr.

Patterson I mentioned that the opening night house program credited the

costumes to Ann sirob, and that sirob was Boris backwards. He said it

wouldn't surprise him if it was Boris, indeed it must have been as she loved to

reverse things. There was even a section in Pasticciothat was danced with the

dancer's backs to the audience.

Beverly Barklev (Craio)

Ms' Barkley (Figure 16) was interviewed by telephone during a visit to

Vancouver, British Columbia where she resides. She remembered pasticcio

fondly. She currently has a picture of herself in the Pasticcioe,ostumes framed

in her living room, looking at ít often to refresh her memory of the costume

details. Her mother had the black-and-white picture coloured. The picture

shows her in a pink tutu, but she remembers correcily that this was not the color

of the tutus- Although she never danced the lead ballerina role in pasfi-ccrb, she

recalled the lead dancer's tutu was blue. According to Ms. Barkley the tutus

were very beautiful and still stand out in her memory. Ms. Barkleyfeels the

costumes were made in winnipeg by local seamstresses. she does not

remember anything about who might have been the designer. The name Ann

Sirob did not sound familiar.
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. Fiqq.e 16._ Beverly Barktey.
Roval Winnioeo Baltet Seasoná progiám 19S2, p 21.

Jiil Atis (Lhorka)

Ms' Alis is positive the costumes were made locally but is also unsure as to the

designer. Her reasoning for the costumes being made locally was that the

ballet was low on resources after the fire of 1gS4 and pasticclo was a large

production with many dancers. Ms. Alis believes that there was no way the

ballet could atford to purchase a large number of costumes from New york. ln
the 1950's many of the ballets performed only had a pair of dancers on stage

making it possible fsr more elaborate costumes to be commissioned for these
productions as the two dancers would require only one costume each.

Productions with only a single pair of dancers were outfitted by Ruthanna Boris

with costumes she brought with her from the costume shop of Barbara Karinska

at the NYCB. According to Ms. Alis, these Karinska costumes were likely from

Ms. Boris'own costume collection.
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Kit Coppinq lGroom)

Ms. Copping definitely confirmed that the costumes were made locally,

stating that one of the seamstresses a friend of one of the wardrobe personnef,

was involved with their construction. Ms. Copping had this same lady design

her a dress for the Junior League ball. She could not remember the name of

the dressmaker but said the name Ann Sirob was familiar and could possibly

have been the same lady. Ms. Copping located some of her personat ballet

souvenirs and found lhat Pasticcio was indeed a ballet that wastoured. Her

programs showed it was peñormed in Edmonton and Regina in 1957. Because

of Ms- Copping's suggestion that Ann Sirob may have been a local dressrnaker,

local records were searched in an etfort to determine if any Sirobs lived in

Wnnipeg. Phone books and Henderson directories from lgSO-1960 were

examined in the public library. There were no records for anyone with the

surname Sirob. There was a listing for an Ann's Made to Measure. Fu¡ther

research showed the business was registered to a Mrs. Ann Dovelmann. A

check of the current phone records on the internet showed Sirob is a very

unique name. At the present time there are only four families in North America

listed in phone directories with this last name. One is in Toronto and the

remaining three reside in California. The Manitoba Geneological Society has

no birth, death or marriage records for any Sirobs. The legistative library was

contacted to see if there were any records of a Sirob. One of the librarians at

the legistlative library, Linda Horodeck¡, d¡d a search and found no records for

this name. She too noted that Sirob is Boris in reverse.
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Fioure 17. Kit Copping.
Roval Winniqeo Ballet Seasonal prooram 1956, p 91.

*John Graham

John Graham and John Russel co-designed the sets for Pasticcio. I

spoke to Mr. Graham on the phone and he was certain the costumes were

made in Winnipeg. Again he mentioned that Pasticcio was a large production

and there was not much money available during that time period. when I

mentioned Ann Sirob was credited with the costume design, he agreed it was a

very unusual name, something that should stand out ¡n memory, yet the name

did not sound familiar. He remembers no one by that name involved with the

company but he also noted it was Boris spelled backwards. He suggested the

costumes must have been designed by Ruthanna Boris, though he didn't

specifically remember her designing them. He did remember her as being very

particular in what she wanted, suggesting she probably drew a sketch and

brought it to the costurne department. The pattern and details would be worked

out there and multiple costumes were made. Otten there werent experienced
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costume designers available. He was certain it must have been Ruthanna that

designed the costumes stating there was "no other logical explanation." lt is not

usual for a choreographer to design costumes to get what they wanted though it

would not have been custornary to credit the choreographer with the designs.

"She wouldn't want to put her name on it" (Personal communication, December

17,2000). Apparently dancers/choreographers did not want to be connected to

costume design- He said that when Betty Farrally danced with the company

and also designed the costumes she never used her own name but everyone

involved always knew it was her. This was not uncommon. lt all seems too

coincidental and he feels absolutely ceftain the costumes must have been

designed by Ruthanna Boris.

Ì-'r'i¡:'i:,
iÈ..t 'lii: i., t..r: ir

Fioure 18. Ruthanna. Boris (right) discusslng set de_sign 'lor pasticciowith (from
rett) John Russer, John Grahalm ano adtty ranãiú.-- - 

'-

Dafoe (1990). p. gB.
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Uniqueness of Pasticcio Tutus

Tutus are very complex and truly an art form. There are few

schools that teach the required skills for making dance costume. Bantf School

of Art offers a tutu workshop and Dalhousie University focuses on dance

costume as part of their theatre costuming courses. Most individuals at the

ballets contacted and visited for this study were self taught. Some of the best

costumers like Karinska learned from trial and error. Bentley (1gg5) said that

Karinska did not allow apprentices in her costume shop. She felt she had

nothing to teach students. Everything she knew she learned on her own and it

was her opinion that any good costumer should learn the same wây. When the

tutus were initially examined at the RWB Ann Armit, Wardrobe Director of the

RWB and Paul Daigle, a costume designer, discussed some of the features. To

an untrained observer all the tutus they selected for examination looked

similar. The major ditferences noticed by these two trained observers were

noted. The first difference was the good condition of the Pasticciotutus. Some

much newer tutus were in worse condition. Another ditference was the size of

the hoop used. The hoop was 5/8 inch in width. According to Mr. Daigle older

tutus often had a 3{8 inch hoop and most modern tutus have a 114 inch hoop.

The other major feature noted at the time was the unrutfled plain or "clean"

panty, found in the Pasticcio tutus. This is a Balanchine design feature. The

National Ballet of Canada only had only one set of tutus with clean cut edges,

all of the other tutus in their collection had scalloped or pointed edges.
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Key Features ol Karinska Tutus as Compared with Pasticcio Tutus

According to Toni Bentley (1995) there are several design features that

are typicalof Karinska's tutus. The bodices consisted of six to 15 panels of

fabric and typically the back and centre front panels were cut on the straight of

grain. ln between these panels were various bias cut panels between, under,

and around the ribs and diaphragm (Bentley, 1995). The Pasticciotutus have

six panels cut in a similar manner with bias panels sandwiched between the

centre front and back panels. Naturalfibres were favored by Karinska, she

rarely used synthetic fabrics. The lining of the Pasticciotutus are a natural

fabric but the fashion fabric is rayon, a synthetic fibre. The ruffles are also made

of a synthetic fibre nylon. There is evidence in Bentley's book that Karinska did

sometimes use nylon netting for tutus. A personal correspondence from George

Balanchine to a ballet company in ltaly indicates his choice of materials and

how if availability is limited he could arrange to bring fabrics with him (Beniley,

1s95).

All the tutus pictured in the Bentley book show smooth elegant bodices

with dropped or diagonal waists and litile to no basque (Figures 19a & 19b).

The Pasticcio tutus appear quite ditferent. The waistline is at the naturalwaist,

not dropped. The basque is much larger than any of those known to be made

by Madame Barbara Karinska. The basque and bodice of the Pasticciotutus

are made of the sañìe labrics, whereas, Karinska's otten ditfered. The rutfles

are allthe same colour, white. Karinska avoided using white fabrics and was

known to layer several colours within a tutu's ruffles to give the costume depth

on stage. The Pasticcio tutus are well finished on the inside and outside, they

have stood up well over time which attests to the fine workmanship shown in
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making them. The seams are large, allowing for maximum adjustability, and
indeed there are indications that some of the tutus were worn by severar

ditferent dancers. Minor alterations and layers of name tags show the history of
the costume.

Fiqure lga and 19b. Karinska tutus.
Benfley (t99Sb) p. 104 and114.

Karinska was known to add hidden details that would not be seen on the
stage but were known only by the dancer and costume maker: ribbons, gems
and medallions. None were found on the three pasticciotutus examined.
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Another interesting note ¡s that Karinska did not like yellow; it was, in fact, a

colour she despised. Although she did make costumes in yellow for other

designers, Toni Bentley states that she would never choose yellow herself. All

of the Pasticcio costumes other than that of the lead dancer are in yellow.

Karinska must have made tutus with hoops for support but Benley notes

she designed an innovative support system similar to an umbrella with spokes

radiating out from the dancer's waist. She favored this design as the spokes

moved independently preventing extra movements and tÍpping of the skirt.

These were problems Mr. Patterson learned to adjust to while dancing with a
ballerina in a Pasticciolutu. Ms. Young also commented on similar ditficulties.

Balanchine preferred a shorter, lighter, softer, flutfy tutu. ln an effoft to

achieve this etfect Karinska reduced the number of ruffles to seven and

staggered each rutfre by a one-harf inch then roosely tacking the layers

together. The Pasticcio tutus have seven layers as well but each layer is one

inch longer than the previous one-
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Table 1. Comparison of key tutu features with known Karinska attributes.

Karinska Pasticcio Similar (+)

Different (ì
Bodice six to 15 panels Bodice six panels +

Back and centre front bodice panels

cut on straight of grain

panelto the side of centre front cut on

bias

+

Lining cut on bias Lining cut on straight of grain

Natural fibres preferred throughout the

costume

Synthetic used on outside

Naturalused on lining

Dropped or diagonal waist Naturalwaistline used

Little to no basque favored Welldefined basque

Basque and bodice made of different

fabrics

Same fabric used for basque, bodice

and plate

Often used seven frills or rutfles Seven rutfles used +

Frills staggered b¡¡ 0.5 inch Staggered by 0.5 or one inch +

Loosely tacked ruffles Loosely tacked rutfles +

Layered different coloured fabrics in

the frills

Frills allthe same colour except top tayei

Frills rarely white, prefened cream Appear to have originally been white

frills

Favored spokes for supporf Hoop used for support

Wellfinished inside and out Wellfinished +

Stood up to repeated use and time Still in good condition atter repeated

use almost 50 years later

+

Karinska or NYCB labels No manufacture labels

Large seams for adjustability Large seams +

Hated the colour yellow, never used it

by choice

11 of the 12 Pastiæio tutus are yellôw

Hidden details like ñbbons and gems No hidden details found
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This table clearly shows strong similarities between lhe Pasticcio tutus with

those designed by Karinska but the differences cast doubt. The following

chapter provides conclusive evidence to answer this issue.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

ln this chapter conclusions regarding the three tutus from the FIWB's

production of Pasticcio will be outlined in detail. One of the most important

questions in this research was whether or not the costumes were designed or

made by Madame Barbara Karinska, the famous founder of the NYCB costume

shop. The research questions and conclusions made during this study were

guided by this question. This chapter will address the objectives set out at the

beginning of the study and solve the mystery as to where and by whom the

costumes were designed.

Comparison with other classic tutus within the collection of the RWB and those

housed at the National Ballet of Canada confirmed lhe Pasticciotutus differed

from any other costumes found in the two collections. Frorn the construction

and design details noted in the chart at the end of chapter 6 the tutus shared

enough common design features with Karinska's style so as to not rule out the

possibility they were made by her. However, there are some details that raise a

red flag. Karinska did not like the colour yellow so it is doubtful she would have

chosen to design costumes in this colour. She could have executed yellow

costumes someone else had designed as designers frequently dictate the

colour of costumes in order to set the feeling, mood, atmosphere, sense of

period or nationaltradition they are trying to create (Harrison, lgg8). Also there

are no Karinska label in the tutus. Karinska had a well-established reputation

and used her own labels until the 1970's so it was expected that her labels

would be seen in these costumes from 1956. No labels were found in any of the

four costumes examined.
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Searching for Ruthanna Boris

Several attempts were made to reach Ruthanna Boris. With the passing

of Cindy Officer and several other key people in the wardrobe department I felt

only Ms. Boris could truly solve the mystery as to where lhe Pasticciocostumes

were made and put the rumours and disagreements to rest.

Biographical information shows that Ms. Boris would currently be in her

8O's if she were still alive. I was in contact with the NYC ballet and asked if they

had any information on Ruthanna Boris. They cuuld not find any information

and RWB and its alumni had not heard from her in years. I contacted Ma¡<

Wyman, who interviewed her for one of his books on the RWB. He gave me the

address he had for her in Washington. When Mr. Wyman interviewed Ms. Boris

in the late 1970's, she was elderly then though still very feisty. However, not

having heard from her or of her in many years, he felt she may no longer be with

us. As an aside, he noted as did Paterson and Graham, that Betty Farrally

assumed a whole variety of names in the RWB programs. Mr. Wyman

commented on the costuming and "Sirob" clue saying..."it is cefiainly plausible

that a choreographer would not want to be credited with design, particularly in

this case'. (Personal communication, May 7,2001). The circumstances

surrounding Pasticcio's creation were that "Ruthanna had just arrived in a blaze

of glory and she would clearly want to position herself as choreographer:

additional credits would seem as if she were working on the cheap" (Personal

communication, May 7,2001). The university of washington alumni was

contacted as Ms. Boris taught there for several years. They provided a

California address but no response was forthcoming. tnternet telephone listings

and newspaper obituaries provided no information.
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While preparing the finaldraft of my thesis one last search on a new

internet search site was made where a listing for an R. Boris in California, no

address, was listed. I phoned the number listed and found myself çeaking to

Ruthanna Boris herself. She is 83 years old and in good health. She had a

very good memory for details but was a little unclear on dates, having said at

one point that she was with the RWB in 1949.

Ms. Boris confirmed that she had designed the costumes tor Pasticcia.

She said she could confess to that now, there being no reason to hide it any

more. She said she chose a pseudonym for herself so the production would not

have her name all over everything. Ms. Boris said she hated to appear the

"chief cook and bottle washef' and (Personal communication, June 7th, 20ot¡ it

she was credited for everything it would appear that way. She had never used

the name Ann Sirob before or since, though she admits to writing poetry under

the name Louissa Magdalena Sirob. She has always loved to reverse things

and dreamed of doing a ballet Alucard (Dracula). She confirmed that the

costumes were made in Wnnipeg by the RWB costume shop, under the

supervision of Cindy (Constance) Otficer, the chief of wardrobe.

Ruthanna Boris danced professionally in NYC from the time she was 15.

She was raised on the traditions of Russian ballet and NYCB. She found the

RWB different, run by English tradition. She felt they were anti-American and

her stay in Winnipeg was full of conflict and political controversy. British ballet is

ditferent in that French/ltalian/Russian ballet requires rnore skill in Ms. Boris'

opinion. She says English ballet appears diluted, the foot positions are lèss

pronounced and require less strength and skill. She had a disagreement with
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Nenad Lhotka, the artistic director about this and the disagreement became so

intense that he quit his position at the RWB over the difference of opinion.

She remembers Pasticcio fondly. She said it had an interesting opening

and beautiful music by Mttorio Rieti. lt began in darkness with a pinpoint of light

on the two lead dancers, who danced an adage in the spotlight. Other pairs of

dancers entered one at a time holding flags, each with a pin point of light as

they entered. The full etfect was when the lights came up and the lead dancers

were surrounded almost magically by all the other dancers that had entered a

pair at atime.

Ms. Boris can understand how there may be some confusion as to the

crediting of the design of the Pasticciotutus. They were indeed very similar to

Karinska's tutus as she based the design of the tutus on some of Karinska's

tutus. Ms. Boris was very close to Lincpln Kirstein, co-founder of the NyCB,

Bo¡'is having practically been raised by the ballet. As Ruthanna recalls,when

she was leaving NYOB she was approached by Kirstein, he offered her the

costumes from their production o1 Kaleidoscope. He said the ballet needed to

frequently change its repeftoire and it was unlikely this production would be

done again without Boris being there. The costumes were by Alvin Colt and

made by Barbara Karinska in her atelier.æ So Ruthanna happily accepted the

otfer and brought those costumes as well as her own costumes by Karinska for

Swan Lake, Nutcracker and Ramundahere to Winnipeg for the use of the RWB

during her stay. She thought some of them might have remained and asked if

they were still with the RWB.30

f frencn for a designe/s workshop.s Costumes not cu-nently ¡n use or slatgd to be used in the immediate future are often used by the
ballet school. Othem are sold to raise funds for the ballet. The R\A/B has no costumes known to be
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The idea of hooped costumes was something new to the RWB as

confirmed by Marilyn Young and Ted Patterson. But hoops were in style then

and Ruthanna was accustomed to dancing in them. They are ditficult to dance

in, requiring great skill. The dancers must keep a certain distance between

them. They were less sexy because the dancers were not in constant contact.

But they were part of the style of the period and based on Karinska's design,

she "believed strongly in the hoop"sr (Personal communication, May 7 ,2001).

Ms. Boris also commented that the ballet was very short on funds during

her stay at the RWB. She felt the board was stingy. Frequently there was no

money for costuming at all. Often they had to recycle costumes. One ballet

Ebris choreographed was done completely in old costumes. She recalled that

she and Cindy Officer pulled out every costume they had and spreading them

out on the stage, three of these, four of those and together pieced something

together. For Pasticcio there was some funding resulting from the donation by

the Junior League but the board would not hire a designer. Design was not

new to Boris so she did the job and all the costumes were made in house under

her and Cindy Otficer's supervision.

Are costumes of value?

Ballet costumes are very valuable and unique in their design and

construction requirements. They must fit perfectly; the body beneath the

costume is always the focus. Dance is unique in that, once it is over, the only

made by Madarne Barbara Karinska in their collection, only the Pasticcio tutus which were suspected to
be made bv Karinska.
31 Accordin'g to Bently (1995) Karinska favored a system of support made from radiating spokes as
opposed to hoops. But etther method would give a different tufu design and shape than an unsupported
tutu.
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visual representation remaining of the performance, unless it has been

videotaped, are the costumes.

Well-made tutus from a popular production can be seen in use decades

atter they have been constructed. Once they are no longer used, they still can

be useful. Tutus retired from produc,tions may be stored, passed on to batlet

schools for student use or costumes may be auctioned off in fund-raising

events.

From a conservation point of view it could be argued that the costumes

should be preserved. Realistically, companies do not have the space or

resources to store all the costumes they may accumulate over the years. While

it would be financially and spatially impossible to retain all costumes from a

ballet, some selected samples from each production should be conserved. ln

this way, the available resources can be devoted to the proper preservation of

several representative pieces. Also in times when resources are scarce the

temptation to re-use or appropriate parts from retired costumes can be very

tempting. This is a huge concern. From the initial examination of lhe Pasticcio

tutus until the time they were taken to the conservation lab two of the three tutus

had had the¡r hoops removed. As mentioned this was a key feature of the

Pasticcio tutus. Awareness of the value of costumes must be raised to prevent

the harvesting of parts. A system of putting aside costumes to be preserved and

designating other costumes for reuse or sale for fund-raising such as the one

used by the National Ballet would be optimal. The expense of materials make

recycling appealing but representative pieces could be put aside first so allthe

costumes are not destroyed.
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Understanding the temptations and mixed values of costumes, there are

better ways to keep them and awareness should be raised. Therefore I would

make the following recommendations:

The value of costumes should be crcnsidered. Criteria customized to the

company in question on how to value costumes should be determined.

Through my interviews with several wardrobe mistresses I have found the

designer, maker, production, dancer and special events can all add value to a

costume. Sentimental and physical characteristics both can add to the

equation. Each wardrobe mistress would probably rank the costumes

differently depending on their background and experience.

The number of costumes in a production can be staggering. Key

costumes should be selected. Since there is no room to house everyth¡ng, the

best and most valuable should be protected. Excess costumes may be donated

to museums, or used for parts, students and fundraisers as they have been in

the past.

Costumes selected for preservation should be given as much care as

possible. As mentioned resources are limited and ideal museum conditions are

unlikely but other steps can be taken. All costumes should be thoroughly

cleaned prior to storage. This prevents fabric damage and reduces their

attraction to insects and pests. ltems should be photographed and inventoried if

possible. Suitable storage containers should be used for storage. Wicker

baskets are common to store tutus, simple shelving units like those found at the

RWB can be modified for adequate storage, dust covers or archival storage

boxes may be purchased.
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What do the findings mean?

ln the course of this research I was able to answer the questions posited

at the start of the study. lnterviews with alumni members from the Pasticcio

production unanimously indicate the costumes were made locally, for the ballet

Pasticcio which was choreographed by Ruthanna Boris and premiered in 1956.

Because Ruthanna Boris was known to bring tutus made by Barbara Karinska,

and the style of lhe Pasticcio tutus is significantly different from the style of tutu

being produced by the RWB during thÍs time period, over time lhe Pasticcio

tutus have been mistakenly credited to Karinska. Ruthanna Boris confirmed this

finding. She admitted to designing the costumes based on Karinska costumes

she had brought with her. She also confirmed the costumes were made in the

RWB costume shop. Even without this last minute confirmation, I was fairly

certain about this conclusion. The chart at the end of Chapter 6 shows a

comparison of key Karinska features wÍth the Pasticcio tutu's. Even though the

Pasticcio tutus are unique and beautiîul, they lack several of the features

typically ascribed to Karinska's work.

The construction of these costumes and the materials used to make them

has been documented. Key features of these costumes in comparison with

other possible variations have been considered. The costumes have been

documented, treated, and stabilized. They are ready for display when and if the

facilities become available. This thesis as well as copies of detailed condition

and treatment reports will be provided to the RWB to assist them and the public

in gaining knowledge as to the value of these costumes.
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Does finding that the costumes are not made by Madame Barbara Karinska

negate their vafue?

Tutus are very valuable, especially those worn by a famous ballerina,

designed by a prominent designer or executed by Karinska. Even though these

tutus were not designed or executed by Madame Barbara Karinska they are still

of enormous value to the RWB. As stated previously, they are some of the

earliest tutus in their collection. They are in excellent condition, better than

many of the later costumes. Of sþnificance is that they are from a locally

commissioned ballet, there is a photographic record of dancers in these

costumes, thus their history is known and documented. They are stillof great

value to the ballet if the ballet recognizes their potential. Hopefully the practice

of harvesting parts from old costumes can be stopped. This can only happen if

the value of old costumes can be argued to costume makers and those in

charge of the care of costumes and funding sources other than the sale of old

costumes can be developed.

Critique of the Research Model

Seasonal brochures, nightly programs, and interviews with participants

were used to determine the origin of the Pasticcio qcstumes. The list of

questions formulated at the beginning of the study was helpful as a guide for

interviews. Each person had a ditferent background, role and memory of

events. lnterviews were quite dynamic with the question list used as a stafiing

point.

The data collection table for the costumes proved less effective. lt was a

good educationaltool to train myself to be conscious of small details that can
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ditferentiate one costume from another. The companies visited were too busy

and had little space available to allow the detailed examination the form

required.

Ballet costumes are rarely stored at the costume department. They can

be scattered in several storage faeilities. Pulling them from storage is a cosly

procedure. Unionized employees must be used to find and move the costumes.

For this reason the examination was limited to the costumes housed in the

costume departments. The Wardrobe Directors of the RWB and the National

Ballet provided tours of their facilities. I examined several tutus at these

locations. None of the companies I spoke with had any costumes designed or

constructed by Madame Barbara Karinska. I saw several tutus with one or two

of the unique features of the Pasticeio tutus but I saw no other costumes of a

similar style or construction. lt was not possible to go through my chart for each

costume Ín the collections.

Recommendations

First and foremost better storage facilities are recommended. Wardrobe

directors are not trained in conservation. Their knowledge in construction,

materials, dyes, and cleaning varies depending on the person's background

and training. Most have been trained by apprenticing. Climatecontrolted,

museum quality storage is not a reality for any of the companies. Resources are

spent on maintaining the company and putting on new productions. But several

inexpensive changes could extend the Iife of current costume collections. I

would recommend looking for the donation of cleaning services like the

National Ballet has acquired. lt is important to keep the costumes as clean as
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possible to prevent degradation of the materials and make costumes less

appealing to pests. Costumes should be stored upside down, suspended if

possible. lf stacked, the number of costumes stacked atop one another should

be reduced from as many as eight costumes stacked atop one another to three

so lower costumes are not crushed. Dust covers should be placed over

costumes when not in use to keep them as clean as possible.

Once the costumes have been cleaned and their history traced they

should be put on display as often as possible. The RWB alumni works hard to

preserve documents they have gathered from its members. They organize and

index the materials collected. They have also mounted many posters from

works over the years and display them as well as photographs throughout the

ballet building on Graham Street. A costume display would be a wonderful

addition. This would require a space located out of direct sunlight, a case and

possibly a mannequin to display the costume. The display would need to be

rotated to prevent cumulative damage to the displayed costumes from

exposure. The National Ballet has severaltutu display cases. Their tutus are

laid flat in a large glass case attached to the wall, unfortunately one is located in

a very sunny window and light damage has occurred to the tutu on display.

Future Study

At the same t¡me as this study revealed the richness of material for

examining ballet costumes, it also revealed the lack of serious research on

balfet and ballet costumes in particular.
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The RWB's significance to the cultural history of this nation and this

province marks it as an important subject of documentation and of real value to

citizens.

Further investigations into costume design connected with associated

reknown dancers such as Evelyn Haft, choreographers such as Mark Godden,

and designers such as Desmond Healey and Paul Daigle would greaily benefit

the ballet's status.
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O'CTOBER 18 (Evening)

flallet Premier
Music: MENDELSSOHN Choreography: SPOHR Costumes and Set: GRANT MARSIIALL

Follnws the style of the Imperi,øl Russi,on Ballet and uses the classi,cøl
teclmi,que i,n rnodern idi,om.

MARINA KATR,ONIS FREDRIC STROBEL
NAOMI KIMURÁ. SHEILA tr/Lq.CKINNON BEVERLEY BARKLEY

OLIVIA \ryYATT RACHEL BROWNE E:T.TZABETH WUf r,F'Ài

le lazz Hot chorreeg¡¿p¡y: RUTHANNA BORIS Costumes: BORIS
BaILet of the good old 7920's.

MARILYN YOUNG TED PATTERSON JIM CLOUSER

Sleeping Beauty Exeerpts
Music: TSCIIAIKOVSKY Choreography: PETIPA Costumes:CONSTANCEOFFICER

BlueBird de deux: --.-----.----- -------SoNrA TAVERNER FREDERIC KONRAD
$airy Variations: ------------- --Beverley Barkley Olivia W'yatt Rachel Brown
aurora Pas de deux: ----MARILYN YOUNG FREDRIC STROBEL

Grasslands
Music: THOMPSON Choreography: ROBERTMOULTON Costumes: ROBERT MOIILTON

Executed by: OT1[T{.;TE SIADELMEIE& MÄRTIIAT PER,SON, ANN FRIEDEL
This dance is a tribute to the pioneer spirit of the fa¡rrners wùro ,lived on the Great Plains. It does not tell a
story but rather_tries to express the joys a¡rd sorrows of the people who braved trtre rigors of the wide, free,
and lonely grasslands.

UI Drought

Men: JAMES cLousER, MICITaEL HRUSHOWY, DAvrD HOLMES, TED PATTERSON,
RICIIARD RUTHERT'ORD

GiTIs: SONIA TAVERNER, BEVERI,EY BARKLEY, NAOMI KIMURA .
'lil'omen: MARGASET_PIASECKI, OLIYI4 WYATT, R-{CHEL BROWNE, KIT COPPING, EIJZABETII

WIJLLEN, SHEII,A MACKINNON
Floozie: MARILYN YOUNG

' ¡ . ' . OCTOBER1S (Matinee) I t ¡ t t . . . .

llomanee cAST AS BEFoRE
Music: GLAZOñIOFE; Choreography: GWENETH LLOYD; Co-stumes: COI.ISTANCE OFTICER

Executed by: MARTIIA Pffi.SON, O{ITTLIE STADELMEIR; Set Design: W. J. FII'trrLlPS

Sleeping Beauty fxcerpts
Music: TSCIIAIKOVSKY Choreogra,phy: PETItr"A, Costurnes: CONSTAI.¡CE OFEICER,

BIUEbird Variations: RACHEL BROWNE RICHARD RUTHERFORD
Fairy Variations: Olivia Wyatt, Elizabeth 'Wullen, Beverley Barkley
Aurora Pas de Deux: Marilyn young Fredric Strobel

Le JaZZ HOt Choreography: RUTTIANNA BORIs Cosrumes: BORIS
Ballet of the goocl otd lg\Ù's.

MARINA KATRONIS RICHARD RUTHERT'ORD MICHAEL HRUSHO\ryY

I Quilting Bee
Interlude

II Saturday Night
Interlude
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?ry
TOBER 17 (Evening)

mance
c: Gr-aZoNoFT'; choreogralihy: GWENETH LLoÐ; costumes: coNsrANcE oFFrcER
xecuted bv: MARTHA pERsoN, OTTTLIE STADELMEIR; set Design: w. J. PHILLIPS

A Romøntic Barlet danceil i,n th,e Trailitionat stgte.
soxrn T¡'vsnNnn Fnnusnrc Kor.inno or,ryr¿, wv¡,rr

el Browne Beverl,ey Barkley Naomi Kimura Kit Co'pping Sheila Maclli¡rnon

; Darkling
Music: BENJAMTN BRITTEN: choneography: BRraN -MACDONALD' Sêis and Costumes: pEfpgSyMCOX

Hout often wh'en the heart høs rearneil, it is too rate.

TR,IAL
Darkling ----------MannyN youwc Herr,over----------MIcHAELHnus¡rowy

Their frnages
TIA WYATT JIM CLOUSER
TTEL BRO\ryNE SHEII,A MACKINNON
PA:IERSON RI,CHARD RUTHERT'ORD

The Judges
KIT COPPING NAOMI IilMURA
DAVID HOLMES ELIZABETH Ï,¡Í{JLLEN

eping Beauty fxeerpts
sic:TSCrraIKovsKY choreography:pETIpA costumes: coNSTANcEoFFIcEIi

Bluebird Pas de Deux: soNIA TAVERNER FREDERIC KoNRAr,
Fairy Variations: Elizabeth Wullen Rachel Browne Beverley Barkley
Aurora Pas de Deux: MARINA KATRONTS FREDRIC srRoBEL

liccio
Music: RIETI Choreography: BORIS Costumes: BORIS

Set: JOHN RUSSELL and JOHN GRAIIAM
:cio ts anlta,lian uord. rneaníng "ste7l". The basic ingred,ient mu.st be meot. Frotn there oncok ød'd's ushat he ol¿cses.. Tñ'e basrc ingied,ient tt-ttli-ütliî¡i tn" inãisht'-of-täo""; on".s loaed,, and, their å,rettmstønces.

MARILYN YOUNG TED PATTERSON
rl Browne, Beverley Bar!!e¿, o_livia_rilyatt, Naomi {illrlr?, Elizabeth wuuen, Kit coppi;r.s,,

Sheila MacKiruron, De Dee Washington
Jim clouser, Richard Rutherford, Frederic Konrad, David Hormes

r958 - 1959
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Choreography -.......-... -...... .:... ....._ _......RurHANNr, Bonrs

Music -.....-...-...orMrrnr Kl¡pr,pvsry
Costumes ..__.-A¿v¡N Cor,r

Executed by -......---..

Costumes courtesy of New york City Ballet Co.

From time im,memorial, troupes of strolling players have set, up im-
provised sholvs, wherever they happened to be and as their means and
imagination dictated. THE coMEDrANs, in contem,por¿ry context,
is based upon .this idea

The Players ane:

Menr¡re Kerno¡r¡s Men¡r,y¡r you¡rc
Peoov Mcrrvrvnn Ar,re Lrrpa patn suurrnr,Rnro

INTERMISSION

c In0uE DE DEUX
Choreography .......-. .._.....-._.-RuTHANNA Bonrs

Music

Decor and Costumes ......._. .-._..._Rouenr Dtvrso¡r

Executed by -.Ko*r*r*o
Orehestration ......._...- ....-....__..-Rospnr DRuM[r

PRESENTING:

Mrss RurHe¡¡¡re Bon¡s eNo Mn. Fne¡rx Hoar

ASSISTED BY

M¡ss V¡ncr*re'\il'exrr,y¡r ew¡ Mn. LewnsNcn Gneous

INTERMISSION



I.E JAZ7, HOT
Choreography .--...... ..._.._..RurnANNÄ Bon¡s
Musie of the 20,s, compiled and

arranged by .._.....-..- ._--..-..._-p^lur, KuprpR
Orchestration _..__..._.._.. .-..Rospnr Dnuuu

A nostalgic glance at the "Roaring Twenties,,; a review of the dances,styles and music, as might have been seen in a vaudeville 
""t;i;h" period.

Night of January 4: presenting!

Rurnax¡ve Bonrs Fþeux Hosr Ar,re L¡ppe

Night of ¡"rr,r"ry 5: presenting!

Rur¡r¡'N¡re Bonrs Fne¡rx Hosr peoov Mcl¡lryns

INTERM.ISSION

PASTICCIO
Commissioned by the Junior League of Winnipeg, fnc.
Choreography -__...... ..-_...--RuI¡TANNA Bonrs
Music Vrrro&ro Rrurr
Decor -_.......__......-.._..._.Jon¡¡ Russplr,, Jottx Gnl¡r¡,u . .

\ÏIGHT OF JANUARY 4:

Menr¡re KarnoNrs p¿ooy.Mclxryne
MensHe 'Wenoe¿r, 

BnvenLy Benxr,py Bor,r,e Srror,onr
v¡ncr*re 'w¿xsr,vN Krr copprNc Mencennr Gne*r

{'r're Lrnp¿ paur; surHenr.ewo Tpo perreRsoN L¿wnu*cs Gnapus

IIGHT OF JANUARY 5:

Menrr,y¡r youNc peu¿ Sur¡rnnr,axo
Mens¡re'Wenoer,r, BevenLy Benxr,sy Bnr,r.e Snor,ou

vrncrN¡a 'waxpr,vñ. Krr copprwc so¡rre TevenNnn
u'ra L*pe Peopv Mcr*rvnp Tpp perr'RsoN L¡wnsNcu Gnaous

' Con'cluetor for all hallofs. Flnp-o- rt-,,,---
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PASTtCCtO
(Commissioned
Choreography

, ^ 
!ur\g¿ ¡r\ L L' LLI

Music
Sets
Costumes

CARLU CARTER

by I'he Junior League of

. 
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Winnipeg, Inc.)
Ruthanna Boris

Vittorio Rieti
. John Russell, John Graham

Anne Sirob

BItL McGRATI{
with

Marina Katronis, Marilyn young, charlotte wright, paddy l\{clntyre,
Ted Patterson, Roger Fisher, Lawrence Haider

and

Iill Alis, Beverley Barkrey, Gloria contreras, Kit copping,
Margaret Grant, Bella sholom, Marsha wardall, Barbara Lee spinner.

Ou, 6hønlø to the luníor {"ogn"The Roval rvinnipeg Balret gg.L": great pleasure in expressing to theJunior League of winnib"Ë-, ãr1-liati.tùde î;;:th"ï"äitt ot five thousand dollars,presented to us last yeár for the" commiisio"i"s ät'our new ballet, ,.pasticcio.,,Because the League's ïork-in tüJ communit¡, tàk-es ih" fo.r' of ,.projects,,, ratherthan eontributions to-_campaign Ìundr, tt,i. eiit-*äs''not a part õt òur campaignlast year, but was offered- to"us,-ãoni¡ng"ìt 
"-pon-itu success of that clrive forfunds' only one stipulation wãs maoe "- th;i-ihe entire sum should be usedfor one ballet. The reiult of t-nis gìnutou, offer is ttre beautiful ballet, ,,pasticcio,,which is receiving^ its worrd_- ñiômieiõ ;l- Ëö'"performances, having beencreated especiallv for. us by Miss nullr1gna È;;Ë, 'one of the leading crroreo_graphers on this continent. - "pasticcio" 

-thui 
rr*årir", an impõrtãnt änd rastingcontribution to the repertoire of the R.\ry.E.

\üith the commis_sioning of a new balret for th,e Royar winnipeg Ba¡et,the Junior League of^^win-ni["g-uñtu., stilr ãnoìtrlr fietd in its r"iui"u to thecommunitv' since 1928 when Itre Junior iuãËrä-ïr winnipeg was founded ithas helped to pionee_r many endea'ours, among them the Family Bureau ofwinnipeg, the central volunteer Bureau, the c'iriiär"n,, Theat;;-;f winnipegand Logan Neighborhood House. In ordl{'to iuppàîi .uct pro:ãäts itre League,schief money-raising endeavour is--ttre ffriift- S-tr-op on EIIice Avenue, and allprofits from it are spent in the cãmmunity tã tiii ã community need."Pasticcio" is the culminatiol of trig r-uaêuã'. long-term interest in theRoyal winnipeg Ballet as a cultur"r ."srul io trtã-"iij. This interest hacl earlie'been shown in the presentation ol two bursa.i"r:-iå cleserving ballet students.

qæ\l-IN¡{Il)}ì(; l,( x )Ii.s 'I'( )

-
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lnstitution-lhe place the costurno is housed
&!g!- the ballet or balets the cætumss were usod in.
Des¡oner-the p€rson crediled with the coõturn€ design.

& the dale of the first use of the costumes and dates ol any other subeequent performances.
Fabe' descriptiors should ir¡dude the fiber content¡ wsave structure¡ yam type and any olher information made
available lhrough examination.
Pantone Colour- the Pantone ProJessional Color¡r S¡rstem is used by industry to docr¡ment colour in a corsistent
manrì€r. The samPle is conpared with cotour cf¡ips under standardized conditions to firrd üe colour doæst in hue,
value and cñrorna. This rneasr¡ernent b€cornes a rvay of detennining ctranges overtirne.
Bodice- the cos{ume bodice will be examined to determire how many panels ¡vere ussd, it üis fabrb panels w€re cut on
L". b¡T ø straight of grain, as rvell as what mdhod of support sr¡cñ as boning was used.
W- the co6ûlme6 6kirt will be exanúned lo determ¡ne thá nu¡nber of tahic iäyers used, t¡e fabric cÌ¡oir:ss, coþur
choica€, and mehods of support if any were used.
Costurne Lenotr- will be dassifi€d as short pourderAuff 6tylo, lftes lengrth opera tulu, or lorg rornantic style.
tÊÞ9J9 will be exanfned and ænpared to the designer credited with lhe r¡ork as ¡usll as a means of üacirg rvho nore
eact costurns.
closure types could indr¡de trooks and eyes, zippers, or button doei¡res.
Panties- can be ruflled or unn¡flled
Decoration+could indude tinæ,embroidery, appliques, feathers, leather etc.
Accessories- could indude hair pieces, gloveo, hats or headresses etc.
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Appendix G



Eramlned by:
Potential Consera'at¡on ProJ ect:
MIMSY entered:

Fibre/Ivlaterial ID: (if uns're and/orvisuar onþ foüow with a "?,)

122

5
Une¡hibÍtable

- 'ærywcek md/orhittleor Êial,lc
- cænotbehædedwithout
fintherdmage occuuing

Dauage

_abrasiø

-adhcsivefalh¡c_hittlcness

-b'oken 
y@slfih€ût/othcd

_corrosion
_qaÊeiug

flaking,þowdering
_ûaying

holeg
i¡sçct.l"mage

_lifrbs
_loss

-Ioss 
of hair/fi ¡rlteathcrs

-Ioy 
gfnotiøs (bcøds, buuos, tdm)

_tcüs
_thiming

-t¡ustiûchcdftb¡ead 

loss

Accession No.:
Artifact:
Location - old

Condition: l_ Z 3Excellent Good Fa¡r-*i9 _minordæagc -lrgcrr€pairs-srable -rss,lyrcñd -f.údv$ó[.-

Details of Condition: (check all that appþ)

4
Poor

-majordmnge
- lcquircs alot of
rqnir, .fabric is weat

Soiling

alLover soiling
(dirty/dr¡sty)
i¡sect casings/frass

-mould¿bildcw_rcsiô¡e
_rodeaf droppings
_stains (nrs! grcasc,

pc,rspirdion, uatcr, urinc)

-tidc 
lines

(Xher Comments

Discolouration

-color¡r 
alteration

_dyctns r
_fading
_¡¡elowing/grcying

Ilistortions

_altc¡afio¡s&revious
rceûir

_crushed
_d€ûts
_dog-eæed

-foldsshæeloss

-w¡inkle,Vcrcases

Recommendedllmplemented (Indicate with an T,o or "Io):Sûorage: h*ryg(clampårcoatnang€r)
rolled
flat (tayorshelf)

_;3,[11"i:i-i:iiffi"Hffi ffi a:mmit,g"*ffiffi î'åff '
Treatme,lrü (to be completed by a conservator)

-mechanical 

cler (vacuuming; use of tweezers, brushing, conosion removal)wet ø soþe¡rt clean¡tleachins
Ðot clesn
humidifi cationrblocking

-*i"ffi"ffiiff"n 

(stitching/couching, adhesive consoüdatios e'casemenr, coaring)

Other Comments/Observations :

- new

Apr99/SE



Completed by:

Description:

FibreMaterial ID:

Dimensions:

Colourfastness Testing:

Yarn or Fabric DH,O

+ indicates colour transfer
- indicates no colour transfer

0.27o Shurgainw

Accession No.:
Artifact:
Photographs: Before.

After
0ther

Perchloloethvlene

123

5
Unexhibitable

- vcry weak and/or
brinle or Êiable
- cannot be handled
without furtlrer
damage occuring

Condition:

I
Excellent

- sound
- stable

Other Observations

NovT¡97

2
Good

- minor damage
- easily repaired

3
Fair

- largerrçairs
- fairþ stable

4
Poor

- major damage
- reçrires a lot of
repaq fabric is
weak

Soiling floose dirt, all-over soiling stains)

Discolourations (dye tursfer, frdiog)

Damagg (tears, holes, frayrng, broken yarns, abrasior¡ splitting, lost beads/buttons/him)

Distortions (wrinliles/folds, stetching, shape loss, alterations)
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Treatment (proposaUactual):
Vacuuming
Vacuumed using low suction through a screen to rernove particulate soil.

Humidification

Wet-cleaned using 0.2% Shurgain solution in distilled water.

Stain Removal

Stabilization

'¡

Mounting QnternalÆxternal Supports) .

Actession No.:
Artifact:

Trcaümerit Completed by

Nov?/97
2

Date



-15?*,VERSITY OF ARKANSAS. University Museum

TEXTILE CONDIÎION REPORÎ

Accession Nunber Examiner
Title/Descriprion Date of Exanination

Provenance

Date of Textile
Origin: ( )archaeological ( )ethnographic ( )historical ( )
Dinensions

125
(s0tl 575-35ss

Fayettev¡llo. Artanses 72701

FABRIC

l. Description (fiber identification, weave construction, color, count, etc.):

2. Condicion: Note size/extent and locaÈion (describe or use sketch)
( ) oiscoloration ( ) stains
( ) Surface grinre
( ) e'ccreÈions
()raaing ()crocking
( ) stiffness ( ) Èmbrirrlemenc,
()rot¿s ()creases
()curs ()Tears
( ) uotes
( ) Loss of ( ) warp ( ) r.,eft
( ) ¡"eak seams

( ) ltor¿ ( ) Insecc damage

( ) Corros ion of rne ta I chre ad s

( ) Previous repairs
( ) ocher

3 . Cor¡une nt s :

l¡e Un,"c'l.tf ol Ârr¡^3åt.t ¡ñ a'Ju¡t ooconunrtrrtil,rñ¡trrc ¿ct,oñ,^rtrtul.oô



Descriprion: ( ) painr ( )
' ( ). prinred (

( ) attachrnents
126

embroide ry
) oche r

2. Condition: Note size./extent end
( ) Oiscolorarion ( ) Srains

location (describe or use sketch)

( ) Surface grime
( ) eccrecions
()rading ()crocking
()rot¿s ()Creases
()cuts ()Tears
()ebrasion ()rrayi
( ) uissing eleuænrs
( ) Weak seams
()uor¿ ()
( ) Corrosion
()clue ()
( ) e¿¿irions

Insecc damage

of mecal threads
Labe ls

( ) previous
( ) orher

re pairs

3. Cosments:

l. DescripÈion:

2. Cond it ion:

3. Comme ncs:



127Sketch:

Gene ral Cour¡nents :



EXAf'ITNATION & TREATHENT RECORD 128

Descrlptlon
Dlmenslons (cm)
(h)
(w)
(d)

Access I onlCotologue No.

condl tlon

treotment proposol



otment

mmendotlons

tment & recommendotlons by

129

DATE:
HOT]RS TOIAL:

09 rophy

ol I front before tr durlns tr after tr
ol I bock before tr durlns D ofter fl
I I (speclfy)



Acoession s:

Didoctic Information:
Dimensions: If
Pre¡cnt Looatlon:

I-I5XT-ILE sl(,RVEY stHEET

Sketch:
(see attoched)

WD

130

Il Eox pt Flq,t pd, poldect
Present Storoge Í.orrnat:
Bcoomraeded. Storage f.ormat:

Cll¡ Sto.otcrl D, Eollo{ f !¡-açrçd

COIIDITIOTT
Hqnd: []priabre IJeritttc IJFreg:'c tlstiff IJprtabteFiber/Gror¡nd rtren,6rlr: IJ eLorr,g i J e.rorog. I J \,úcat<õÊam/consrrucuon rrrengrlr: t ¡ érron; iì1.êrc¡se I J Wcar [.] NoneErnbeurcr¡me¡et: 

- [ J socuie [ ] ¡r.=.or¡rl i i *orr',, I I Dcooagcd [ ! ¡uo*.rrnrng/mqr¡¡¡t' t I âec,,ti-t j it^t.aure ti-¡ooppropriotcÆror¡nfur I I None
[JTeors IJc.¡¿, l]stitc [JBreoks tl¡¡o." Looation:[]foss I IHoles [] None Llootion:[ ] Abra¡iorr'[ I Frcrylng t ] None Looetfon. r
[ ] Distor¿ion I J c-oos-e" i ¡ ¡no"." Locoüon:I J Þust/airt. I J Accretfon/en"n¡sto'tton [ ] I\tonc Locotton:
stcins: I J vlat-- r¡rerrt¡ [ J Food,l¡everage I J perspiration I J othert I Nor¿e Locqtlon:

DÍscolsration: I J Fadtng I I ye[ornring [ ] oxidatio¡¡ [ ] Other I J NoneLocqüion:

I I 3_"_: 
bleeding t I rrye transfer I J.Non. r-octrtion:r J ¡¡rsec¿ demage [ ] ur*aew d.arn*ge [ ] Nqne Loeatfon:[ ] Prevrous t¡.ecrtrr¡ents I J None Looatíon: 

Lvçr¡É¡o*:

Lebeling: I J eppropriate I J ¡¡one t : ¡*.ppropriote . Looation:Otlrer: - --''5-

Preseu.t plrysieot Co¡,dito¡,: [ ] Exelteat [ ! Arrerage [ ]poor
Trrrqt¡ne¡.t 8,cco¡u.m.qn do,tiods:
[ ] Cleon
[ ] StebUize/oor¡solidotc/corrrpç-roa.
I J Reverse ¡rroutrt/suppporUTU,enEiag derrloe[ ] Nev., rr¡ou¡rt/support/rrqr¡glug d,er¡loe
I J otb,er

Estlu.qted, Treo,tr.er¡t Eor¡rs:Priority: t I B.igh. [ ] U*¿tuæ. I I Loqrf IUrgent IInotrrrgeot

Ft¡trrre 8,econ.m,eaclotions:

Dr¡te

@ !,^"o.D F. MAr.-ANo
TEXTILE CONSERVÁTþN SERVICE
028 N. 

^t 
B^MÂ 8T.

tNotAr{APOLt6. tN 46202-gtso

Exar¡¡i¡led by
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lJhen measurÍng costumes and other- ËexÈiles, it is noraal practlcethat only t!¡o measuremenrs are Èaken roi-ã'gãi"r"r descrrption orcatalogue card.

These two measure*ents are the maximtm height and. maxlmt¡m r¡idÈh. othermeasurements are nornally taken only when ãp."irr. research fs done.



rc in ballpoinr ink)

¡níence #
rnplete)
:Ë

:ial

Date of exanÍnatfon

ConservaÈor

Number of pÍeces

Dimensions
(netrfc)

separate sheec)
CONDIÎION REPORT

Trearment präþosal

Pho rog raphy/Radiog raphy (cype, file

P'1g2-- of 
-

SKETCH
nounc./ac tacñEÎãroids to

requested (daces)
and dates,

Lab. li
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: in ballpoinÈ inlc I

ience *:
record )

(attach .

Conse rvator:
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I

I
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PROCEDURE OBSERVATTONS

Lab. #:
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Appendix D



Ihe eUcntng and.Ç¿xttl¿e Jlall,,ny ¡kuseum ReSOurCe Manual

utu å- \ CONDITION REPORT

135

origin:( )Archeologicat ( )Ethnographic ( )Historical ()Textile ( )otherDescrÞti.'"f*-*k*os¡-*'rl5++Ê*Þ"oosus=\Lù*r----

Number of Pieces-- --L-- Colour
Dimensions (HxWxD)

Location: ( ) il3iB ilR''nãA ( ) F."";;0õ¡î;
storageFormat: fr)Flat ()Hung ()on aform ()ott"rE
Recommended Storage Format_ì ns\o\\"-'.^¡(B)Box (Ft)Flat (Fd)Fotded (Sk) St

Fabric Description:

(R)Rolle-d (F)Framed,. i ) Otf,"r $or onq

Fibre ldentificat s:cr--Ë}øsic=-TiJ!
Weave Construction: ( ) Plain ( ) Satin (O Tw¡ll (' I Ot¡"r,ó- S¡'--\Kã-J-
Fa bric Count : Wa rp__fsat_âIæ4À_&bne-_F 

¡ I t_---_____
Pantone Colour(s)

Fabricdescriptionþrint,checks,napped,^etc.)-Sc\.r.-c*i.=
Ya rn St ruc t u re__2nSL_qGÍE_ :hq$,LùUrs-ã_
Other- I' r \

Gen èra I Con dit ion:
Construction: ( ) Hand
Seam Strength: ($ Strong ( ) Average ( ) Weak
Fabricstrength: ( ) strong (þ Average ( ) weak( ) other_
Hand: fr¡ eliaule () Brittte( ) Fragite () st¡n () other_Embelli-shment(s):QQSecure()lnsecure()Missing()oamagè@
c I o su re Ty p elMsç-teL Lola t i o n-eå---- c o r o u r_a\sel____:
ñ4 a n u f a c t u r e r L a b e I _' _L\t_ _ _sNS.g_ _sr.:os.*ãA_ _QsÀB__Location ___-.a_-lÞ-_\\_\\ìg$Is-;.
A c c e ss i o n La b e I Locat i o n : Eb$ç=\sb\:_Ru)b__3=c_-_

ig-l*L



The eUcør7 an¿(Z¿xaks é{all,,n¡ .ltugeumReSOUrCe ManUal 136

lg![¡c Damage:
Discolour"tion,@õ!
Location_____'

( ) Yellowíng () Otf,.,

Desc¡iption_'

Stains: 
Í ì y#îi1ä: Í ì l::11"x-:'j9". ( ì.t::1,..*ion (Á. Dve Breedinsfl:f rransrer ( ) surrace Grimã ( ) r,ror¿ ¿ )i;;;":ä,ä ?iirilÍ.*"Stain Colour

Location--_gc\\:lru:
Descriptio

Fabric Damage: ( ),.*:l] 1.lr: ( ) rears ( ) pi[s ( ) Breaks ( ) Fotds

Í ìl':.1:!)l?'"s (.ìÀú';; í tË;,'ó;in"( ) Distortion ( ) LosJ of-yarns W"rp and or Fiil( ) Corrosion of Metal Threads or Closures( ) Missing elemgnts ( ) OtherLocatíon and Descripti

ùe.--ksrs-

Overall physical Condition
12345

10
Exelfent

Poor Average
@

si gns of Ali;;¡;i;;te, -R"p"¡,.*_-Àñ.v,v,,J "l :l::la,rl9ns- ano/er Repairs_-
--- -e&Xi\lxuL$.__Nr_dss\s



l"L[* -tu*,^+ t
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The GUct¿n| aadÇ.<xttl¿s Jloll,,n¡ /ll'e¿ua ReSOUfCe ManUal

CONDITION REPORT

III^":,t jl j:ct__K\pq_s____Sq\=*_:!=\=__(Þs.sç=*lgSs,s*Q
Date of Textit"___\3É=_

3:9ï:J^ìArcheolosical ()Ethnosraphic ( )Historicar ()Textire ( )OtherDescription_Qs-_e\
--%--+-$rs:"o--R\"è-L-gsræG-R=1dË:li

ñ;;;.-;m" l:ÌÐfrË1-.h
Dimensions (H x W x D)__èsIs

Location: ( ) Rm 3r8 ()Rm 304 ( tñ;;;Ðoñ;.-RilG'3;i\Ãr*-.^rl;
Recommended St F

-

Ãnuurutnenqeo )torage Forma
(B)Box (Ft)Ftat (Fd)Fotded (st¡ (R)Rolleìii (F)Framed,. i ) Otf,", ô\

Fabric Description:
Fibre ldentificat¡on_ __l ____.
weave consrrucl,:nr ( ) prain ( ), s"t¡n-r-li*N-cúã-n-" j-
Fabric Count: Warp____u[_V¿nSvm ¿Gffi

Gen dra I Co n dit ion:

Fabric Strength: 
-(. ) Strong (þ Average ( ) Weak ( ) Other

!l:9:,'s_elia!þ.( ) Brittte( ) rrag¡le ( ) St¡n () other_t'mbell¡Shment(s):QQSecure()lnsecure()Missing()oa
Closure Type-M.1¡s-S63L Location_!¡þ_ _ Cglour_a*sà\
Ñl a n u f a c r u r e r r-a u e r -l-Lùo:-'"€=ÑG.ö_"ËffI nnlf innLocation
AccessionLabelLocationil)Ë--GJ="t^*ck-s\eWñ-¡q-\f,\t*rr.

ïüliùk-+:ÐS



The eUtU"5 and,g¿xut¿s élaltrn¡ ,ftlugeqmfieSOUfCg ManUal

Fabric Damaqe: s<--\r^-t- {t-
Discolouration: Fading ( )Yellowins(m
Location

139

stains: ( ) water marks ( ) Food/Beygraoe_ p{ perspiration 
0g oy" Breeding

- ( ) DyeTransfer( )sgrfaceGrimã (5.t4ddi ).Encrustarion r l nnr,^Stain
( ) Dye Transfer ( (,),Encrustation ( ) Unkñown

Locatio
Descripti

--$3SS-uru

Descriptþn__VIC

--____*Sæså
Érãr'rs-\E.e=iÏ.€ff1

10
Exellent

Fabric Damage: (/:*:^f^rl'1": 0ó rears ( ) pifls ( ) Breaks ( ) Fotds.(, ureases ( ) Fray¡ng ( ) Abrasion ( ) lnsect-ó.m"g"( ) Distortion ( ) Loss of yarns Warp and or Fill

Í i 
^îåffi 

:i;:iå'?' iåfi::s 
or crosures

Lgcation and Descriptioñ__$Ê\â__-_s__V

:__'ffi *T__-_-:_-e€-È-k-s--È---Ç_____.+.--__T_-________ ---ï
---çåÈÊ{r;-:ãrË\Ë:sË*{;..p,t\*{:Err!".N.Il*Ëa-'----:----;
Signs of Alterations ãn¿-/"i-n"""t." t¿ràÀ5r{-\(à-rjieÇt-o1auÉauu-.

Overall Physical
123
Poor

Condition
456

Average
a



w,ç$ffi*.

JK*ìo€\ + onb
I 

- '=rg\a tt{f +:

s'Bp-;fl'q {a Wl

=..^t 
rp-11 -"¡ira

fu"Ãtr
oþL

A

Z f -\¡a-f 
^ìâ



'fhe 
GUct¿n5 antÇexuks élattr,ny ¡ftuscunr ReSOUrce Manual

CONDITION REPORT

Origin:( )Archeological ( )Ethnographic ( )Historical ( ) Textile ( )OtherDe sc ri pt i o n_Qs__el__\-ss_"uesc'p.on_\ål¡___e\__\-:q_<__sf :ss\$ç\_isåsåÉ_isÞts\l
--%-+-scs:oo--R\"rb-gs\*ld{s.R*11:{L=

Number of pieces____L_ Colour
Dimensions (H x W x D)_ rl__ s-I-efa&-.

Recommended Storage Format_,
(B)Box (Ft)Flat (Fd)Fotded (Sk) St (R)Rolle-d (F)Framed, Ï ) Ott"r *sio.q

Fabric Description:
Fibre ldentification__

Gen é ra I Con dit ion:

leam Strengrh: (S Strong ( ) Averag" ( ) Weak

:1'l: )l'::g:l', ,(. )j.lr?"q Q Aveiase ( ) weak ( ) other_
Ia1nH¡able.()Brittle()Fragile()St¡rr()o.r..,
:*:li'T::.P'.r.Se¡'1re.().¡nãecuiét.l¡¡''i¡ng()o"*"gClosure Typel\tdq!åç_ScL [oc,ation_eg_ __ Cotou¡ :*sà!_ ____
ñl a n u f a c t u re r La b e I --N=---s*sg--\*ñ; a - äiR-
Location -sr:'\gr¡+e-Q--Rl*)U
Accession Label Location:
C o m m e n t s_5"..æ.__+s:_ScS*å^\.Eo_.
-L\p.-tce \- r-Ê. qo.¡ra \ .,'..-\-----J.-_



Tiptoeing through time: Conservation of Pasticcio cætumes frqn the RWB 142

Fabric Damage: \.e,\tt r,¡ -!tl*-,,q fù_ ?.
Discolourat¡on: ( ) Fading ( ) Yellowing ( ) Other
Location-o""".ipt¡on:]--ffi

Stains: ( ) Water marks ( ) Food/Beverage (fPerspiration ( ) Dye Bleeding
( ) Dye Transfer ( ) Surface Grime ( )'Mold ( ) Encrustation ( ) Unknown

Stain Colour---N
Lo c a t i o n--- ---Þs-- =l*sg-q.*- -nhie\ù\-Description--- --

Fabric Damage: ( ) Cuts ( ) Holes ( ) Tears ( ) P¡lls ( ) Breaks ( ) Folds
( ) Creases ( ) Fray¡ng ( ) Abrasion ( ) lnsect Damage
( ) Distortion ( ) Loss of Yarns Warp and or Fill
( ) Corrosion of Metal Threads or Closures
( ) Missing elements ( ) Other

Location and Description--

----Nose-'-

Condition
4567

Average
10
Exellent

* 0\+*+\^ õ ql,\o or\\nal hu"-p s{rfl rrrlacb

Overall Physical
1?3
Poor

4luÐ
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Appendix E



i

i

Tutu Gonstruction lllustrations 145

Fashion Fabric

\\
\
\

--:)-l-i:¿

Lining

Upper bodiceUpper bodice

Panty
.:':-r..r .T-,--

I

-\

Bodice

Basque

16T u-rñg



Headpiece

^Arm Band +1

Basque

lr
Frills or Ruffles

Anatomy
of a Tutu
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Appendix F



Macroscopic lmages of Fabric componentr 
t*t

Fashion Fabric (Bodice, Basque and plateau)

Netting (Ruffles or Friils)
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Macroscopic lmages of Fabric Gomponents

Black silk fabric used
for accent layer
on skirt frills.

Black bias trim.

Royal blue crepe bias trim
used on the yellow tutus.
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succr'sr'D sEeuENcE rb* guo"rr^rrv' F'BRE ANALysrs

1. MICROSCOPIC. Define shape. Striations. Delustered. Medulla.
Lumen. ConvoluÈions. No internal markings. Even Diameter. Fine.
Coarse.

- How many fibres present
- Man made or natural
- Directional

2. SOLIIBILIII IESIS. FiIt test tubes L/3 fult only. .Test several
fibres. If directional analyse separat,ély. Filter lmdsh screen or
crucibre) to obtain residue. wash wittr wat,er and examine
microscopically.

7Oe" Sulfuric Acid

-If SOLUBLE mount specimen in zinc chlorioidide to test if
rayon, Iinen, tencel, cotton, ramie are present. Confirm rayon with
60å Sulfuric Acid.

-If SOLUBLE and negative zinc chloroiodide test for NYLON with
2Ot Hydrochloric Acid.

-If SOLUBLE and none of the above try 7OZ Acetone and then
glacial acetic acid. Acetat,e is solublê ín both. Triacetate is
soluble in Glacial AceÈic.

-If INSOLUBLE the fibre could be polyester, acrylic ¡ ot
olefin. determine melting point.

-If INSOLUBLE and does not melt, mount specimen in glycerine
ald examine with the polarizing microscopêr 530 compensator
fserted. If the fibres a-r" orange/ Utue they-aie probably'acylic.
Confirm acrylic by solubility in butyrolactone at 93C. Heat
chemical in oil bath to 93C. Pour some butyrotactone heated to 93C
in a test tube containng the fibres. Swirl test tube in oit bath t,o
maintain temp for up to 5 minutes. Acrylic is soluble.

If you suspect wooÌ or silk, test with 3.5t 74 Sodium
Hypochlorite. WooI and Silk are soluble. Confirm with Positive
MiIlon's Test.I
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FrEER IDEI|IIFICAIIOI|

SAI,ÍPLE:

Microscopic LengthwÍse¡

Microscopic wÍdthwise :

Ac€tat€ 'lAcetone
70t Acetone
Meltlng polnt

Iri¡crtrtr
Àcetone
7Ot AceÈone
Helting poLnt

(s) ((s) (
(260) 

a

(st ((r) (
(288) (

)
)
)

)
)
t

Wool
Scales, Hedulla
3.sr chlo"iãã-7 NaoclMillon,g Reaqe;rt
Melting poln€

lfytrt l
Acetonitrlle
AceÈonitrile, Botl
6Ot Nitrlc ÀcLd
l{e].tlng Polnt
Olefi¡
Denelty (Float,s
m Xylene, Boll
Cyclohexanone
lfelting point

Sara¡
c?cIol¡ex¡raone
Butyrolactone
lfelting PoLnt

(Y)( )(s)( )(P)( )(none) ( i

Acr¡'lic
7Ot sutfurlc Acl.d ,?r ,autyrorið6;e'--- !1, ( )
Burlrr;r;ãããã", s3c [5i I iMelting poLnt (none) ( ) Ln waÈer) (y) ( )(.s) ( )

(13s/l{äi I I

(r)( )"(s) ( )(s)( I(218) ( t

liodacryll,c
Butyrolactone
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Microscopic lmage of degraded silk fibres from the black silk fabric layer located
below the plate of the Pasticcio tutus.
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Microscopic lmage of degraded silk fibres from the black silk fabric layer located
below the plate of the Pasticcio tutus.
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Microscopic lmage of degraded silk fibres from the black silk fabric layer located
below the plate of the pasticcio tutus.
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,,,0r Soue Your lVeq,u Gou,n

for Sonr eone Speciøl

Preserve your wedding gown with a true
preservation and turn the memory of your
special day lnto an heirloom. Perhaps somedav
your daughter or granddaughter wili walk
down the aisle wearing theìame gown that
meant so nruch to you. Keep your gown in the
family the right way with the þreseäation ser.
vice you can rrusr! rü(/edclirrg Gown Specíalists
handclean ancl treat euery gown with a unique
anti-sugar process"u to remove latent stains
that turu an ugly bnrwrr over time. Our trade.
marked \íeb.Re,Stor preservarions also give
your gowrì the pure, lastirrg protection oiacid.
free tissue ancl a prenrium.qualiry box with an
acid.free window for viewing the measured
symbol of your marriage vows.

tvrt{l vlstJ us at Weadlngbiou : vca,tatÍøta;cot

Res;tore (î Preserue
YowHaníþ He:ril,o)oim

I Sl6C¡r. .vil
89o .-t ,,..



If the wedding gown of your dreams is a familv
gow.n.rhat time has yeltowed ond ,t.¡n.d, äii'
us¡ ìVe specialize in restoring andque gowns
to. the rrue color wirtrour dainage ," ¿ãli*t.
fabrics or dyes, and our exclus¡üe W.U-ä.-b-ro,

,v Y \)v'1,/vlú

to the True Colnr,,.
LLYlrtuuTIt' I 

fíeïr)uw0n U KestlrüttOn iS Uw ;¡teCíAIty,

y y ;:::tr'å:i"iiLï::l:''"'j#; 
i r#ffi;' u,#

heirloomiab,i."""îa''amöä-"rii"iås;.o;i1ffifl ir.i;,'
quilts, and doll clothes, a ¡nri¿1ert ãfiåui'-' ;- *1 , 

"...1'nationally.known gown preservatíon se¡f ¡ça i5¡.' 
"fu ,t.."1..

cond-ucted by_National Bridal Service proved.ff :- "
our tü(/cb.Re.Sror preservadon was .¡uñuriiiJ i ,lru,,._.
ptoytq:d the-safesr packaging environmenr,i#iffiI"
and ottered the mosr compehensive euarariiÌ.,É..ì¡:1ffi;',.. 

.. 
..'.

f...Yo,l can ffusr us ro si;e vou,,piðiãleî*iiiìJ,ffi* 
' ' '

rne rndrv¡ctuât care and attenrion t, OïWt

' edding Gown SpecÍalists', are
Iicensed to use the safest, most effec+j.;;r.. ,1, .. 

"

Jta;:",fji"i:i 
(:'r":':'r;¡'r:lirlirl'J'!fri$l#¡ÉË-"?liÈ¡''îi?D:i'¡i''

I

Ow Thoroughnas M Attenttan tn DetníI
(hnr antee Cn est Resr¿lús...

Frcc Evalt¡ation: tù7e will gladly give vou a
free consultatíon and àrti*ãtË øî ihi ;;äi
any tabric, new or old.
I{alclclcani¡gi lVe handtreat and clean
each gown individually 

- never ín combina.
tron wÍth other dresses. \fe take evêrv Þr€cau.
ligi Ì" grore.cr delicate beads, emïr-oi'dãry, ;à
race dunng the cleaning process.

A¡rti.srrg¡ìr Stai¡r Trcatnrent: Spills
conraining s-ugar; salt, and acid often årv clear
and cannot be seen. These latent stains'do not
dissolve.during ordinary a"y.t.r.inlåîAãiri"
an ugry brown over time. Our unique anti-
sugar stain ffearmenrn, r..tur.JiÅ-¡r¿ãär-
ur(e ay! Britle's, eruiures that all sugar, salr,
an(l aclct - s€êfr or unseen 7 is removed.

Pcrsr¡naI Ins1:rccIitrrr Ar.¡rili¡bIc: you
may arrange to inspect your gown before the
rrue preservation is completed.

Iiu vironnrc¡r tally.Jrr¡rc, L¿rs t i nut'rotection: Vacuum or plastic sealiand
orner acidic materials damage gowns. \üe useaclct-tree tissue to protect your gown and sealrr tn a pre.mium-gualicy box with an acid-free
acetate window for viewing your treasured
menrories.

I n tt:rn¡rtitlni¡ I (ì t¡¡rr¡¡ r¡ tce,: Wedding
Gown Specíalists Laborarones are represented
in more than 450 ctuies around th; ;;rn"'*"
Keturn your gown with the seal unbroken -
i,itï,1'r5åË:'1,'"ff i*:í,î:äfn:î[s
,",ii.'"?""ff å5åîåJbiïi'üi:gfi JiîîïilI
1?mage anct compromise the mue presirvation
ot your gown.

¡ {l

(
\
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TREATMENT REPORT

Treatment Recommen ons: u\ +utus \
repaiç support, relabãllinffij

----=b¡a-sr-i:s\-+cs*r-g\s=+=6-:-:I:-+r-\::':È5=-\rr¡-rr$rsÊ4ìts>Priority: ( ) High$N,iedium ( ) Lorv t iUiJ""t tl-N.iu-.*;-----Assessor.:_ Assessr'Jrt îï*,\_*t 
=""o_Treatment History:

Vacuum--rC\Èt:--S_çxr=_Sê

ffi d+ffi i$"a*;*+edeh%dl!-L*c{ksr
¡¿rltsa-\¡)do=_þ=_äss_q-gÞc€åS_

( )-wa-ter only ( ) Dètergenr------_water
TerrrperaLure_ZÞZ

pH water/detergent prior tocleaning_tòe¡ø_gr--_*=_eS*rL¡g
¡rH water/detergent after

c I e an i n g__I4is¡¡e-L\s_br¡Iddss*f*5\g¡- Ëersesr¡\ rñr.n oS
Method of Drving:. (x Brottgd 0r Hang_Dry ( ) spun dry ( ) Lay FratTumble with air ( ) Tumble with häat má'iÃ=-"

Finger press ( )steam ( ) Iron ar __ temperature
after cleaning (use pantone

()
Other
Press: ( )
Colour(s)
system)

Stabilize
"ar---:s,=Ãã;Ë_ñüÃinl_:_New lvfount/SupportiHan$ing --L-æ-:\-L--sò')Þl\rì----

Device
Date_____ _

Description

Treatment Date
Ho'.t.r-ñ Actual Treatment

^^^"+\ >oq\c ÈNe{**{\
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TREATMENT REPORT

Treatment Recommendation.s:

Priority: ( ) u:^r M Medium ( ) Low ( )
Assessor:

\-) 5-f\___
Urgent()NotUrgent

Assessrnent date:

()
Other

Treatment History: 
,vacuum--sJ=-:s:s-qi-icrÞ--ss$.seeh\L-c\*)oss---

Dry
ctea¡r-nas\r-h$¡R-b.Ð.\E-asgs-l.-s-$rur_gs_-FåË_ce:t'_er
wet cleani¡-H""i r l-r'¿ã.-nl"ã wash c-\=s*oc¡.

_----- - ¡i r^7dñry fi n"ì"igããlÞrrrs-__wate rTernperature_Zä"C /
pH water/detergent prior tocleaning----\ÞË-ñ__
pH water,/detergent after

cleanins rt rr

Press: 
fQ. Fir-lser press (Xsteam ( ) Iron ar __ remperature

Colour{s) after cleaning (use pantone

Stabilize_ ____ __
New Mo unt iS upp^ortlHanging
D""i."-L\coà-1*ss*eÉ=_.=.o. bLso+ +o orukcl-Date____ìïìss__às,ul\.__!._clssir______ - \

Method of Drying: /g Blotted fi
Tumble with air ( )

'RisqeÀ Éprùe-.c,o\-t6Yn\ .
Hang Dry ( ) Spun dry ( ) Lay Flat
Tumble with heat (Ð RrrrS

system)

Treatment Date
Hours--A/---+_-liÀS-

Actual Treatment
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TREATMENT REPORT

Treatment Recommendations: l$r. ¡*= 3
:sæÈþff\=_:gs__-"æ-t-t:ö#-Ë--*:---lalCte.oss,

lt":g:.! 
ì Frish rrr"rãa-i"ä?l ñ dure-"*il-¡iã-ùrg"ãtAssessor':-

L) ÊF_____

.1 ¡ Water onlv I )
Ternperatur.e_BÞt_

^r _ - pH water/detergent prior tocreanrng_____ 

-pH wate r/detergent after

il-:,ìåiä; i'få&äur{ JWS _

ie""ti):.-oj-:--__water

Treatment Historv:
Vacuum___ç:s:\-___õEs__

Dry

cleaning_

()
Method of Drying:,S:_t:.:,*.rcI"rg.o.y. (. ) spun dry ( ) Lay Flat

Other
rumbteí wirh air ('ir,rmËr¿ *iìh hä; Ë'# '.r*#{'{'

Press: (. ). Fileer press ffSteamColour(s) after cleanins fuìe pa.ri
--!ee. \ / rur¡le¡ press AJteam ( ) Iron at__ temperatureColour(s) after cleaning (uìe panione
system)

Trearment Date_
H. 

" 
i, _*À_ ]ïE¡;i>:lr_är*r A* u a r r rea r m e n r

)
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,-Jose Mil_ne
,June L 9 91

SETTING UP

Attach one hose to the back of the table top and connect it to theintake (lower) hole on the power unit. Attach the second hose tothe exhaust (upper) hole on the power unit and direct it ar^ray fromthe work area; keeping this exhaust vent open gives greatersuction.

fn the water reception aïea at the bottom of the power unit put apolyethylene sl-eeve on the end of the hose and direct it into thewater tub. A plastic barrier covering two thirds of the water tubprevents water from splashing around in the water reception area.
Put wooden blocks under the front two wheel-s to tilt the tableback. This stops the water from dripping on your knees when usinglarge amounts of water.

Ensure that the vents under the tabr-e top are cr_osed. Mask offthe areas not being used with plastic. An alternate way ofworking is to open the vent under the table and completeÌy sealingoff the top of the tabr-e (over the piece being orieãi. Thismethod circufates the air up through some of the holes and downthe other holes. Make sure the tabl-e is draj-ned before setting upthis way because water in the tabi-e may spit up with the air andstain the textil_e.

WORKING METHODS

1. Bl-otting paper Method

COLD SUCTION TABLE

These instructions are designed to assist the inexperienced person towork with textil-es on the col-d suction tabf e. rhey are basJd on byexperience and are intended as a starting: point on1y.

1.

3.

4.
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vühen using blotting paper under the area worked on you can work on anarea approximately 0.35 sq meters and maintain appråximately 45 m barof pressure over the whole area. working on smaller areas wil-l- resul_tin higher suction. (The highest pressure that r have been abl_e to getis 62 m bar) . cut blotting paper slightJ-y J-arger then the masked offarea and place the edges under the plastic *."k. With the suction ondampen the area until- the paper gets sucked down. Dry areas providel-ess resj-stance therefore if so*e of the area being worked on is drythe suction wil-l- be reduced. This is one of the aãvantages of usingthe blott-i-ng paper under the piece. The blotting paper can be keptmoist, not wet, and a smal-l-er aïea on the textii-e ðan ne worked on.Pl-ace a towe-l over the masked off area, âny moisture on the plasticwil-i- quickty wick in an unwanted area if the plastic is not kept dry.rf the towel touches the wet blotting paper iL can also wick themoi-sture back onto an unwanted area.
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Screen Method

This method is useful when you want to fl-ush an area with l_ots ofwater very quickly however, there is l-ittle control over wicking and aJ-arge area can get wet quickry un_r_ess you are very careful . rt ishowever, useful to rinse a J-arge area with fots oi water or to work ona very smal--l area that requires l-ots of f lushing.

PROCEDI'RE

There are a number of tool-s and techniques to use depending on thetype of fabric and the type of stai_n being worked on. A variety ofuseful tools include mJ-sting bottl-es, squirt bottres, air brushl smal_lsoft brushes, and eye droppers. The mi-Jting bott-l-es are useful_ tolightly moisten an area when startj-ng out or to keep an area moist butnot wet. one of the drawbacks of using the mist"r i" that there isl-ittl-e control- over where the spray goãs. The squi-rt bottles providemore control, and are useful- for flushJ-ng out sma1l areas with lots ofwater. An eye dropper can also be usefuÌ. A smal1 brush can be usedto work the sol-ution into the fibers providing the fabric will_withstand this type of agitation.

The type of cleaning solution j-s chosen using the same criteria thatiÈ used when cleani-ng any historic textile. The tabl-e does not workwel-l- when a sor-ution requires a soaking time to work. However, byturning the suction down and carefully adding more sol_ution asrequired some control- is maintained. This shoul-d only be tried aftersome experience has been gained and there j-s ïoom for wicking. lvhenapplying the cleaning sol-ution do not apply the sol-ution to the limj_tsof your worki-ng area. To rinse start in the dry area and work intothe wet area.

CLE.âN UP

Empty the water tub, and leave the door open to alrow any spilledwater to evaporate. P1ace a -ì-arge long container under the front edgeof the tabl-e and til-t the top up to a vertical position allowing thewat'er to run into the container, opening the ,rents on the undersideall-ow the water to run out faster. rt ine dome is repl-aced leave oneof the port holes open until the inside of the tabl-e iru" time to dry.

2.


